
1 Georg Jensen- brooch set with three cabochon moonstones, 
No156, post 1945 makers mark 4.4cm wide, together with a 
pair of earrings each set with four round cabochon 
moonstones, with screw backs, No32, post 1945 makers mark, 
overall 2.6cm long. £300-500

2 Georg Jensen - an Amoeba brooch, designed by Henning 
Koppel, No.325, stamped with post 1945 maker's mark and 
Made in Denmark, 6cms wide; and similar style pair of screw 
back earrings, No.118, 3.2cms wide (3) £150-250

3 Georg Jensen - a moonstone cabochon ring, No.26, ring size 
J; and a coral cabochon set rectangular scrollwork brooch, 
No.236A, 4cms wide, both with post 1945 makers marks (2) 
£100-150

4 Georg Jensen - 18ct yellow gold open star brooch, stamped 
import marks for 1982, pattern no.1345, 4cms wide, 8 grams. 
£140-200

5 Georg Jensen - Butterflies brooch, designed by Arno 
Malinowski, No.283, with post 1945 makers marks and silver 
import marks for 1975, 5.5cms diameter, in an associated box 
£150-200
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6 Georg Jensen - a pair of circular concave disc earrings, screw 
backs, No.136, stamped with post 1945 maker's mark and 
Made in Denmark, 2cms wide, in an associated Jensen box 
£90-150

7 Georg Jensen - a scroll and berry circular brooch, No.159, 
stamped with post 1945 maker's mark and Denmark, 4.7cms 
diameter £100-150

8 Georg Jensen - 'Moonlight grapes’ silver bracelet, No.96, post 
1945 makers marks, 17.5cms long, in Jensen box £300-400

9 Georg Jensen - a floral brooch centred by a lapis lazuli 
cabochon, No.71, with silver import marks for 1991, 3.5cms 
wide; another Jensen brooch with lapis settings, No.236A, 
4.5cms wide; and a Jensen lapis lazuli set pendant on chain, 
No.1992, 2.6cms drop (3) £350-500

10 Georg Jensen - a pair of drop earrings, with screw backs, 
No.9, post 1945 maker's marks, 4.6cms drop; and another 
similar design pair, No.4, same marks, both in Jensen boxes 
(2) £100-150
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11 Georg Jensen - an oval cabochon and scroll bracelet, No.10, 
silver import marks for 1977, 18.5cms long, with Jensen box 
£180-250

12 Georg Jensen - a necklace and matching bracelet, designed 
by Edvard Kindt-Larson, No.104A, necklace 40cms long, 
bracelet 19cms long, with an associated Jensen box (2) £500-
800

13 Georg Jensen - a pair of lapis lazuli cabochon earrings, screw 
backs, No.39B, post 1945 maker's marks, 1.8cms diameter, in 
Jensen box; and a pair of Jensen moonstone cabochon 
flowerhead earrings, screw backs, No.36, same marks (4) 
£100-200

14 Georg Jensen - a brooch depicting kneeling deer and flowers, 
designed by Arno Malinowski, No.256, post 1945 makers 
marks, 4.5cms wide, in Jensen box £150-250

15 A George Jensen coral bracelet and matching earrings. The 
bracelet consists of six round coral cabochons approximately 
measuring 10.5 mm, rub over set on scalloped plaques 
stamped '925', connected with figaro links, with tongue and 
groove clasp and figure of eight safety catch, 19 cm long; the 
pair of earrings each consists of an oval coral cabochon, set in 
silver marked '925', with foliate surround and screw back 
fittings, overall length 3.8 cm. In fitted cases, total weight of 
items 41.4 grams (2). £300-500
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16 Georg Jensen - a flowerhead link necklace, each centred by a 
red coral cabochon, with an oval coral cabochon clasp, 
No.18A, silver import marks for 1975, 37cms long, in Jensen 
box £500-700

17 Georg Jensen - a pair of foliate scroll earrings, screw fittings, 
No.100, post 1945 makers marks, 2cms wide; and another 
pair, No.39B, 1.8cms diameter, both in Jensen boxes (2) £200-
300

18 Georg Jensen - 'Moonlight Blossom' necklace, with moonstone 
cabochons, No.15, with post 1945 Jensen mark, 38.5cms long, 
in George Jensen box £250-350

19 Georg Jensen - pair of floral motif screw back earrings, 
designed by Harald Nielsen, stamped maker's mark and ‘50A’, 
2.2cms wide £100-200

20 Georg Jensen - a pansy brooch, centred by a moonstone 
cabochon, No.113, silver import marks for 1974, 4cms wide, in 
an associated box £120-180
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21 A pair of Georg Jensen stainless steel and "Sterling" silver 
salad servers in the acorn pattern, 5.4 ozt gross. £80-120

22 Georg Jensen. An 18ct yellow gold 'Magic' eternity ring, pave 
set with round brilliant-cut diamonds, size 57 (size P), in 
original box. £600-800

23 A three-stranded yellow gold box link chain, with arrow details, 
closed with a box clasp and figure of eight safety catch, Italian 
hallmarked 750, approximately measured 42 cm in length, total 
weight of item 24.7 grams. £750-850

24 A Tiffany & Co. platinum half eternity ring, consisting of eleven 
square step-cut diamonds estimated total weight 0.22cts, 
channel set in a tapered D section band, London hallmarked 
950, dated 2005, approximately measuring ring size L½, total 
weight of item 6.1 grams. £3,000-4,000

25 A moulded glass cameo style brooch; the purple frosted glass 
bust portrait of a woman with ringlets in her hair, within a base 
metal rope twist frame. 5.8cm length £80-120
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26 A diamond cluster ring; the central circular cluster set with 
round brilliant cut diamonds, to bifurcated diamond shoulders 
and upper and lower bands.18ct white gold shank. Size N, 
3.9g £300-500

27 A small collection of gold jewellery, comprising a 9ct gold 
signet ring, 7.7 grams; a yellow gold bracelet with heart 
shaped locket clasp, 12.8 grams; and a 9ct gold plain link 
necklace, 8.8 grams. (3) £300-500

28 A late 19th century diamond bow brooch, the yellow metal and 
silvered mount inset with old round-cut diamonds, pin fitting, 
brooch unmarked, approximately 4cm long, 4 grams. £250-350

29 An emerald and diamond set cluster cross over ring, consisting 
of a central round emerald and ten-round brilliant-cut diamonds 
weighing an estimated 0.50ct in a floral cluster cross over style 
all on a yellow metal mount stamped 14kt, ring size L1/2, total 
weight of item 4.6 grams. £250-350

30 A platinum diamond halo ring, consisting of a round brilliant 
light yellow diamond, estimated to be 1.42ct, colour N, I2 
clarity, claw set on a mount encircled with pavé set smaller 
diamonds extending to the shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, 
London hallmarked platinum, ring size Q, total weight of item 
6.4 grams. £1,500-2,500
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31 A diamond and ruby cluster pendant and chain; the abstract 
drop pendant comprising a central old transitional cut diamond; 
six smaller round brilliant cut diamonds, five baguette cut 
diamonds, five cabochon green stones and two circular cut 
rubies, all claw set within a handmade scroll work frame. The 
principal diamond is estimated to be approximately 1.45 
carats, J/K colour and SI1/I3 clarity. To a conforming bi-
coloured S scroll chain. Pendant 4.5cm length, chain 56 cm 
length. Gross weight 33 grams. £2,000-3,000

32 A pair of aquamarine and diamond cluster drop earrings with 
pink sapphire accents, each consisting of two pear-shaped 
aquamarines roughly measured 14 x 8 mm, surrounded with 
round brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white metal mount 
stamped 750, flanking with a pink sapphire accent, peg and 
butterfly fittings, 4.5 cm drop, total weight of item 9.8 grams. 
£300-400

33 Three stones diamond ring and pair of matching earrings, the 
ring consists of three round brilliant diamonds estimated carat 
weight of 0.9ct, illusion set on a bi-coloured gold mount to a flat 
shank, Soviet Union assay marked as 585, ring size T½. The 
pair of lever back earrings each consisting of three diamonds, 
illusion set on a bi-coloured gold mount, Russian hallmarked 
as 585. Total weight of items 7.2 grams. £500-700

34 A pair of red spinel earrings, each consisting of a round red 
spinel cabochon approximately measuring 9.7 mm, claw set on 
a Borromean ring mount, stamped as '18K', on peg and 
butterfly fittings, total weight of items 11.0 grams. £1,300-1,500

35 A pair of Tiffany Atlas groove ear clips, on omega clip fittings, 
with silver import mark 925 from London assay, dated 1995, 
gold part stamped '750', total weight of items 8.6 grams. £200-
300
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36 A pair of kyanite earrings, each consisting of a round blue 
kyanite cabochon, measuring approximately 13.7 mm, rub over 
set on open-back yellow metal mount with omega ear clips. 
Stamped 14K, total weight of items 11.4 grams. £250-350

37 A Victorian yellow metal seed pearl starburst brooch, with a 
seed pearl set in central with smaller seed pearls set in 
radiating arms, with suspension loop, approximately 
measuring 28 mm in diameter, unmarked. £150-250

38 A quantity of costume jewellery to include a cultured pearl 
brooch and pair of matching earrings with screw backs, a pair 
of cultured pearl earrings with screw backs, various bead 
necklaces and an Edward Todd & Co fountain pen £100-150

39 A ruby and diamond set cluster ring, consisting of a central 
oval ruby surrounded by round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
an estimated 0.54ct in a cluster spray style all on a white metal 
mount stamped 750, ring size P, total weight of item 6.1 
grams. £500-700

40 A small number of miscellaneous bracelets, earrings, 
necklaces, brooches and a 9ct lady's watch, including a filigree 
flower brooch, two engraved hinged bangles and other items. 
£100-150
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41 A pair of Pomellato “Griffe" earrings, each consisting of a 
round red garnet hollow cabochon, measuring approximately 
19.5 mm, claw set on open-back gold mount with omega ear 
clips, Italian hallmarked 750, total weight of items 23.7 grams. 
£500-700

42 An emerald-and baguette-cut diamond three stone ring, 
consisting of a central emerald cut diamond measuring 
9.4x6.72x4.46mmm with an estimated weight, colour and 
clarity of 2.52ct I/VVS2 flanked by two baguette-cut diamonds 
measuring 5x2.2mm with an estimated weight, colour and 
clarity of 0.40ct H/VS2 set into platinum 900 hallmarked mount 
and manufactured by Bentley and Skinner London, ring size 
L1/2 (leading edge), total weight of item 4.0 grams. 
GIA certificate to follow £20,000-30,000

43 A ten stone half hoop diamond ring, composed of alternating 
round brilliant and tapering baguette cut diamonds in a 14 
carat gold, castellated, channel mount. Size S, 6.0g £200-250

44 Bulgari. An 18ct white gold B-Zero ring; signed and numbered. 
Size R1/2. 8.5g £200-300

45 An 18ct yellow gold and cats eye chrysoberyl ring, the 
naturalistic mount with textured finish, set with three oval 
cabochon green stones, the largest approximately 9 x 8 x 
4mm, marked 750 and indistinct makers initials to interior of 
shank, size M. £300-500
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46 Cancer Research UK Charity lot - A solitaire diamond ring, set 
with a traditional cut diamond measuring 5.4-5.5mm with an 
estimated weight colour and clarity of 0.65ct L/P1, claw set in a 
rex collet on an 18ct yellow and white gold scroll shouldered 
mount, ring size L, total weight of item 3.2 grams £600-800

47 A nugget pendant, a yellow metal charm and a Chinese 
cufflink marked 14kt, 12.1 grams gross. (3) £150-250

48 A ruby, emerald, sapphire and diamond domed dress ring, 
consisting of a pear-shaped old mine cut nearly colourless 
diamond, approximately measuring 1.69cts, claw set in the 
centre of the dome, with 19 rubies, 19 emeralds and 21 
sapphires claw set on a yellow metal mount with wirework 
details, shaped like ray florets, sitting on a bifurcated flat 
shank, ring size O, overall dimension of dome 22.2 x 22.2 x 
12.7, unmarked, total weight of item 13.8 grams. £2,000-3,000

49 A 9ct gold brooch of round textured organic form claw set with 
eight round mixed cut rubies, 4cm diameter. £300-400

50 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
four claw mount, with diamond-set 18 carat white gold upper 
and lower bands. Laser inscribed to the shank. Total diamond 
weight is estimated to be 0.40 carats. Size I, 2.7g £150-200
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51 An emerald and diamond halo ring, consisting of a central 
emerald approximately measuring 10.9 x 8.7 mm, claw set on 
a white metal mount, framed with pavé set round brilliant 
diamonds, with a pierced gallery, to a tapered D section shank, 
unmarked, ring size N½, total weight of item 5.9 grams. £1,200
-1,500

52 A Niessing bi-coloured wedding band with scalloped edge, 
consisting of a D section shank, stamped with 585 and a heart 
and arrow mark, band 3.4 mm wide, ring size P, total weight of 
item 3.4 grams. £300-500

53 A carnelian cabochon ring, mid 20th century, the 19 x 14.5mm 
oval cabochon collet set to a yellow gold mount and tapering 
shank with sizing pip, 9ct gold assay marks, HG maker’s mark, 
ring size L £120-160

54 A pair of diamond and ruby heart-shaped earrings, pave-set 
with mixed-cut diamonds, in silver and yellow metal mounts, 
hearts approximately 1.2 cm long, stem and butterfly fittings, 
together with an 18ct yellow gold and carnelian signet ring, 
marked 18ct to shank, size L, 3 grams. (2) £150-250

55 A graduated fancy knot link necklace, in yellow, with lobster 
claw clasp, stamped ‘750’, 40.5cms long, 28.3 grams. £500-
700
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56 An 18ct yellow gold cross pendant, with convention hallmark of 
750, approximately measured 4.8 x 2.6 cm, total weight of item 
9.8 grams. £300-350

57 An Art Nouveau necklace, the oval mother of pearl pendant set 
in yellow metal, the chain set with a green and a turquoise 
coloured round cabochon with a barrel clasp, overall length 
39.5cm, the pendant 35mm by 13mm. £250-350

58 A coral bead two strand necklace, the yellow metal clasp 
stamped 14kt, the 5.5mm beads, 41cm long, together with a 
single strand of coral beads the 4.7mm beads interspaced by 
7.9mm beads, together with two twig coral necklaces and a 
string of butterscotch graduated beads, the largest 17mm long, 
the smallest approximately 8.5mm long, 24.3 grams gross. 
£100-150

59 A crossover half eternity ring, consisting of diamonds 
estimated total weight of 0.20ct, channel set in a white metal 
mount, stamped 750, ring size J, total weight of item 3.1 
grams. £200-300

60 A silver drop necklace with blue and white stones, consisting of 
a target pendant and a sodalite drop, on a 38 cm cable chain 
with a spring clasp, total weight of items 5.0 grams. £250-350
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61 A pair of 14ct gold diamond drop earrings, each consisting of 
round diamonds claw set on a yellow metal mount hallmarked 
as 585, with a bow motif, on a lever back fitting, overall 
measuring 4.7 cm in length, total weight of item 10.0 grams. 
£300-500

62 A cultured pearl and diamond ring, mid 20th century, the 
8.7mm light cream pearl, with three graduated round brilliant 
cut diamonds to each leaf shape shoulder, wirework shank, 
Continental marks, ring size N1/2 £200-280

63 A George V half sovereign, 1914, in yellow metal coin brooch 
mount, stamped 9ct, 6.2grams gross. £100-150

64 A set of gold signet ring and wedding band, consisting of an 
18ct yellow gold signet ring, with a monogrammed head 
approximately sized 12.8 x 10.4 mm, to a tapered D section 
shank, London hallmarked with maker's mark LW & G, ring 
size K½; a 22ct yellow gold wedding band, with a plain D 
section shank, London hallmarked, dated 1928, maker's mark 
LW & G, ring size R. total weight of item 13.6 grams. £250-350

65 A Gilbert Albert designed for Omega necklace and watch 
consisting of an an18ct yellow gold Omega hand-wound 
movement wristwatch and a matching 18ct yellow gold 
necklace designed by the Swiss jeweller Gilbert Albert from the 
Arabesque d'Or collection. 
Total weight of items 142.9 grams (2) 
Calibre:620 
Serial: 24592512 
Year: 1966 
844542 
7131 GY £4,000-5,000
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66 A yellow metal and diamond daisy-cluster ring, millegrain set 
to center with an old round-cut diamond of approximately 0.20 
carats within a border of round-cut diamonds, cluster 
approximately 9.2 mm diameter, shank unmarked, size N, 2.4 
grams. £300-500

67 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
square four claw setting, to a plain white metal shank marked 
'750'. The diamond is estimated to weigh in excess of 0.50 
carats; Size N, 5.0g £350-400

68 An old cut diamond set three stone gypsy ring, sunk set with 
oval old cut diamonds with the central stone measuring 
approximately 5.4x4.2mm flanked by two further oval old cut 
diamonds measuring 4.9x3.8mm approximately and 
respectively on yellow metal hallmarked 18ct, ring size N, total 
weight of item 7.7 grams. 
Total estimated diamond weight 1.40ct £2,000-3,000

68A A five stone half hop diamond ring, the slightly graduated old 
brilliant cut diamond in claw mounts to a plain shank. Ring size 
L; 2.72 grams. £200-300

69 Pair of South Sea pearl earrings, white 12mm diameter off-
round pearls to white screw back fittings, stamped ‘750’, in 
Percy Marks of Sydney box £150-250
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70 A 19th century five stone half hoop emerald and diamond ring, 
the mixed old cut stones in beaded and closed back setting to 
a plain shank, marked '18ct'. Shank possibly later. Ring size 
O1/2, 1.8 grams £100-150

71 A collection of silver, white metal and gilt jewellery, comprising; 
two hinged bangles, two other bangles, a torque bracelet, a 
string of cultured pears, two other necklaces, two gilt 
necklaces, a charm, a hoop earring, a bracelet and various 
rings, 204 grams gross. £50-100

72 A pair of blue topaz and diamond pendant earrings; composed 
of a marquise cut topaz, with diamond accents in a textured 
diamond shaped plaque; the whole is suspended from a single 
stone heart-shaped cabochon topaz with a diamond surmount. 
marked '18k'. The diamond weight is assessed as 
approximately 0.46 carats. 2.5cm length. Gross weight 8 
grams £200-300

73 A yellow metal bee brooch, stamped '14k', 14.3 grams; and a 
yellow metal flowerhead brooch, with cultured pearl and pink 
sapphire stamen, stamped 'Italy 18k', 10 grams (2) £300-500

74 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
collet mount to a plain,18 carat, polished, D section shank. 
Size 3.5g £220-250
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75 A graduated five stone diamond ring, set with five round 
brilliant-cut diamonds of approximately 0.80 carats combined, 
platinum claws and yellow metal shank, unmarked, size N, 3.1 
grams. £250-350

76 A Scottish silver-gilt plaid brooch, by Ward Brothers the 
crossed sword hilts set oval citrine coloured paste, overall 8cm 
x 7.4cm, 52.6grams gross. £220-280

77 A pair of shell cameo portrait earrings, each with a classical 
Roman soldier profile, to yellow precious metal mounts, panels 
2 x 1.5cm £60-95

78 A trembleuse diamond brooch, set with 8-cut and round 
brilliant cut diamonds with an estimated diamond weight, 
colour and clarity of 2.80ct H/SI2, set into a spray brooch with 
articulated moving flowers on white metal with pin back, total 
weight of item 20.0 grams £1,500-2,000

79 An Edwardian diamond and pearl ring cluster ring; the 
lozenge-shaped cluster composed of three spilt pearls within a 
claw set, rose diamond border, and with single stone split pearl 
shoulders; to a plain 18 carat gold shank. Ring size N1/2, 3.4 
grams. £100-150
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80 A lot consists of pearl necklaces and earrings, a measuring 39 
cm long knotted pearl necklace with a scalloped box clasp 
stamped '14K 585'; a measuring 68 cm long knotted pearl 
necklace with a hollow clasp and tongue stamped '585'; a 
measuring 35.5 cm long imitation pearl necklace with a metal 
tongue; a pair of pearl clip-on earrings on mount stamped 
'750'. Total weight of items 140.6 grams (4). £150-200

81 A yellow metal double rope twist bracelet suspending three 
coin mounts containing a Belgian Leopold II 20 franc coin 
1887, a Queen Victoria Jubilee sovereign 1887 and a gold coin 
with Middle Eastern script, the clasp stamped 18K, with a 
safety chain. £1,000-1,500

82 A half hoop diamond ring; the nine round brilliant cut diamonds 
tension set within an 18 carat white gold band. Total diamond 
weight is estimated to be 0.79 carats. Size K. 3.88 grams. In 
fitted Tolkowsky case. £200-300

83 A single stone opal ring, the claw mounted oval opal in 18 
carat gold crossover mount; Ring size N, with sizing band; 
together with a garnet and peridot cluster ring in 9 carat gold 
mount, ring size M. Gross weight 5.67 grams (2). £100-150

84 A single stone diamond stickpin, the old brilliant cut diamond in 
eight claw setting.The diamond which is included is estimated 
to be 0.70 carats; together with a bar brooch marked '15ct'. 
Gross weight 7.1 grams (including gilt metal stopper).(2). £100
-150
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85 Three cabochons set dress rings, the first consisting of an oval 
cabochon purple stone measuring 17x12.5mm rub set into a 
yellow metal mount, ring size N, the second a 17x11 cabochon 
amazonite oval stone, rub set into a yellow metal mount, ring 
size Q, and an oval cabochon synthetic ruby measuring 
9x8mm, ring size P, total weight of items 15.1 grams £150-250

86 A pair of yellow gold earrings, by David Thomas, of an Abstract 
nest design, makers mark DAT, no assay mark (tests as 18ct), 
clip fastens, 2.7 cm diameter, 6.2 grams combined. £300-500

87 A 15ct hollow gold bangle, with engine turned decoration, the 
interior diameter 7.8cm, £400-600

88 A 9ct bi-coloured gold fancy link necklace, consisting of 
alternating anchor and fancy links, with rose gold lobster clasp 
and hook. Stamped CG, Sheffield hallmarked, dated 2000. 
Overall approximate length: 50.5 mm, 48 grams. £700-900

89 A diamond cluster ring, the seven stone cluster with a principal 
princess cut diamond in an openwork border of six round 
brilliant cut diamonds, to tapering 18 carat gold shoulders. Size 
I, 4.9g £250-280
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90 A sapphire and diamond crossover ring, consisting of an old 
European diamond and round sapphire, claw set on a carved 
white metal mount, to a tapered flat shank, ring size T, total 
weight of item 6.7 grams. £600-800

91 An Art Deco diamond eternity ring, consisting of 23 round 
brilliant diamonds estimated at 0.46cts, bead set on a white 
metal engraved 'PLAT', with swirled engravings across both 
sides of the band, ring size P½, total weight of item 3.6 grams. 
£500-700

92 A three stone half hoop diamond ring; the round brilliant cut 
diamonds in claw mounts within a tapering 18 carat gold 
shank. Total diamond weight estimated to be 0.75 carats.Size 
O, 6.1g £350-400

93 An Art Deco style tiered diamond cluster ring; the central 
square cluster set with five pavé set old brilliant cut diamonds 
above stepped four stone diamond shoulders; plain shank 
marked '18ct'. Ring size O, 5.18 grams £100-150

94 A 9 carat gold wedding band; a five stone half hoop ring set in 
silver and gold; and an acorn pendant to a gilt metal chain. (3). 
£100-150
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95 A mid century white metal and coral bead panel bracelet; the 
six rectangular panels with stylized chevron motifs and central 
single coral beads; to a push button concealed clasp. 18cm 
length. £100-150

96 A fine curb chain, with spring clasp stamped '18K', 
approximately measuring 52 cm long, total weight of item 9.8 
grams. £150-200

97 An Indian faceted five row red onyx bead necklace, a five row 
green onyx bead necklace similar, a two row vari-coloured 
faceted bead tourmaline necklace, an opera length row of 
freshwater pearls, and a quantity of mixed beaded necklaces 
and other jewellery. £120-180

98 An 18ct yellow gold, diamond, and pearl crossover ring, set 
with a round white pearl, the stylised mount inset with diamond 
accents, size O 1/2, 3.5 grams. £250-350

99 A single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond in 
plain 18 carat gold shank. Size L, 2.5 grams: together with a 
three stone diamond half hoop ring, in an illusion setting to 
plain shank Stamped '18'. Size L1/2,2.8 grams. (2). £150-200
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100 A diamond, sapphire and emerald swivel ring, set with a 
central pave set band of round emeralds and sapphires with 
two articulated swivel sections set with round brilliant cut 
diamonds on yellow metal band, ring size P (leading edge), 
total weight of item 4.8 grams £500-700

101 A 9ct gold tri-coloured fancy link necklace, consisting of white 
figure-of-eight links, with yellow gold lobster clasp and hook. 
Stamped CG, Sheffield hallmarked, dated 2001. Overall 
approximate length: 50.5 mm, 26.9 grams. £400-500

102 A ruby and diamond ribbon brooch, consisting of a ruby accent 
approximately sized 3.2 mm, with 16 round brilliant diamonds 
bead set on an 18ct white gold foliate mount, estimating carat 
weight 0.16ct in total, on a forged yellow gold ribbon brooch 
with lever safety catch, Birmingham hallmarked, date 1971, 
approximately measured 4.5 x 3 cm, total weight of item 9.8 
grams. £150-250

103 A diamond set hinged bangle, consisting of three round brilliant 
diamonds of an estimated weight 0.48cts, claw set on a twisted 
yellow metal mount marked as '15', with a tongue and groove 
clasp and a safety chain, total weight of item 10.0 grams. £300
-500

104 A hinged diamond bangle, consisting of four old mine cut 
diamonds of estimated carat weight 0.04, star set on a gold 
bangle with an Edwardian braided belt design, with tongue and 
groove clasp and safety chain, approximately 6.3 cm in 
diameter, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £150-250
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105 A George V half sovereign, 1910, in 9ct gold pendant coin 
mount, on a gilded chain with later clasp marked 9k. £250-350

106 A lot consisting of two stone-set earrings and a pendant. 
A pendant of round diamonds and a rectangular step-cut 
sapphire and indicolite channel set on a white metal mount 
stamped '14K', with a Singapore chain, approximately 
measuring 45 cm long; a pair of sapphire halo ear studs, each 
comprised of a 4mm round sapphire encircled with diamonds, 
claw set on a white metal mount stamped '14K' on peg and 
butterfly fittings; a pair of creole earrings, with channel set 
diamonds on white metal mount stamped '14K'. Total weight of 
items 10.0 grams (3). £200-300

107 An Edwardian 18 carat gold and diamond double serpent ring; 
each snake head set with three graduated, mixed old cut 
diamonds above intertwined coiled bodies; the rings are 
conjoined but each snake is separately hallmarked. 
Birmingham 1904. Ring size R. 7.46 grams £300-500

108 A ruby halo ring and pair of matching earrings. The ring 
consists of an oval ruby, roughly measured 7.8 x 5.9 mm, collet 
claw set on a gold mount surrounded by a diamond border of 
an estimated 0.42ct, to a tapered shank, Russian hallmarked 
585, ring size O; The pair of earrings each consists an oval 
ruby, measured 7.8 x 5.9 mm, collet claw set on a yellow metal 
surround by a diamond border and accent, off an estimated 
carat weight 0.45ct in total, to a lever back fitting. Total weight 
of items 11.4 grams (3) £1,500-2,000

109 A Christofle vanity mirror together with a sterling silver mirror, 
the Christofle mirror has a grooved decorative edge, 
approximately measuring 7.4 cm in diametres, French 
hallmarked; a sterling silver mirror, approximately measuring 
7.5 cm in diametres, featuring assay marks at the back, 
Birmingham hallmarked, dated 2009, with maker's mark B&Co. 
Total weight of items 85.8 grams (2). £100-150
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110 A diamond set heart-shaped locket and chain, consisting of a 
yellow metal locket with bead set diamonds in a trefoil motif, 
estimated total weight of 0.19ct, on a wheat chain with swivel 
catch, measuring 40 cm long, total weight of item 15.0 grams. 
£400-600

111 Victorian ‘In Memory Of’ brooch, mid 19th century, black 
enamel ground with scrollwork outer border, centred by woven 
hair under glass, pin fittng, gilt metal mount, 4.4 by 3.6cms £30
-45

112 A hunting lapel brooch, in the form of a horseshoe with a 
huntsman jumping his horse through the middle, with enamel 
hunt coat, boots and hat, stamped 9ct, overall 3cm by 2.7 cm, 
8.5grams gross. £150-200

113 A small quantity of jewellery including an aventurine bead 
necklace with integral flowerhead pendant, a malachite 
necklace, a quartz bead necklace and other items £40-60

114 A lot consisting of two stick pins, one set with old point cut 
diamonds and a single cabochon ruby in a winged shield 
design, the second a seed pearl set crescent and start set with 
a ruby pin stick, on yellow metal stamped 18ct, total weight of 
items 5.4 grams (2) £300-400
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115 An Edwardian five stone half hoop graduated ruby and 
diamond ring, in pierced 18 carat gold claw setting. 
Birmingham 1903, ring size L1/2; together with a sapphire and 
simulated pearl cluster ring in 9 carat gold mount, ring size O. 
Gross weight 5.39 grams. (2) £100-150

116 A pair of silver art deco ear clips, consisting of seed pearl 
highlight on an onyx panel, edged with a pavéd marcasite 
border, approximately measured 12.7 x 12.3 mm, total weight 
of items 4.4 grams. £150-200

117 Cancer Research UK Charity lot 
A cultured pearl necklace with 18ct white gold clasp set with a 
round mixed cut sapphire, the sixty-one uniform beads 
approximately 6mm diameter, necklace over 46cm long. £50-
100

118 A single row pearl necklace, the light cream, round to off-round 
pearls graduated from 3-7.5mm diameter, knotted strung, to a 
simple white marquise shape clasp stamped ‘9ct’, 53.5cm long 
£300-500

119 A diamond half hoop ring, the five graduated old cut diamonds 
set in yellow metal stamped 18ct, ring size O, 2.7grams gross. 
£250-350
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120 A Victorian three stone diamond ring, consisting of three sunk 
set old European cut diamonds with an estimated weight of 
1.00ct in a yellow metal tapering shank stamped 18ct, ring size 
Q, total weight of item 5.9 grams. £700-1,000

121 A Tiffany and Co. silver bangle with a hidden clasp in the 
heart, together with a white metal hinged bangle, nine silver 
and metal rings, two bracelets and three necklaces,105grams 
gross. £80-120

122 An Edwardian seven stone opal and diamond half hoop ring; 
the slightly graduated opals, with four stone rose diamond 
detail, within a lattice pierced setting and to a plain 18 carat 
gold shank, ring size L, 2.7 grams; together with a five stone 
split pearl half hoop ring in carved claw mounts to a 9 carat 
gold shank. Ring size J1/2, 3 grams. (2) £80-120

123 A collection of mixed jewellery to include a shell cameo 
brooch, in gilt mount, 5cms by 4cms, another in silver mount, a 
pair of cameo earrings, with ‘9ct’ stamped screw fittings, a 
yellow precious metal pansy and seed pearl brooch, stamped 
‘15’, 3.7 grams, an1887 Royal crest gold coin clasp, 6.3 grams, 
yellow precious metal muff chain, belcher link, stamped ‘9C’, 
26.8 grams garnet and yellow precious metal hinged bangle, 
stamped ‘9c’, 6.3 grams, a floral micro mosaic oval panel 
bracelet, to yellow precious metal mount, 37.2 grams a 
tortoiseshell pique work circular dome brooch, and pair of 
matching drop earrings, an Edwardian sapphire and diamond 
bee, set to a bar brooch, 3.4 grams, a pair of 9k yellow gold 
cufflinks, two red coral necklaces, and a pair of oval cabochon 
earrings, the setting stamped 750 £700-900

124 A 9 carat white gold and single stone trillion cut topaz pendant, 
and box link chain 4.7grams; together with a single stone oval 
blue glass pendant 4.3 grams, and a 9 carat white gold and 
moissanite ring. 2.4 grams. (3) £80-120
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125 A lot consists of miscellaneous pendants, earrings and a 
bracelet, a 9ct gold keshi pearl drop necklace, approximately 
measuring 50 cm in length; an Edwardian amethyst pendant, 
on surround marked '9ct'; a single citrine ear clip on a 9ct gold 
surround; a pair of split pearl and citrine drop earrings, with 
screw back fittings overall 3.5 cm in length; a 9ct Egyptian 
revival bracelet on an anchor chain, measuring 19 cm in 
length. Total weight of items 36.9 grams (5). £150-250

126 A ruby and diamond three stone half hoop ring; the oval cut 
ruby in eight claw mount and flanked with round brilliant cut 
diamonds; to an 18 carat gold shank. Ring size N, 4.14 grams 
£250-350

127 A gold flat curb link necklace, with a tongue and groove clasp 
and figure of eight safety catch, Italian hallmarked 585, 
measured approximately 5.9 mm wide and 42.5 cm long, total 
weight of item 16.5 grams. £200-300

128 Aztec styled figure pendant in yellow metal, approximately 
sized 37.2 x 25.6 mm, with bail, total weight of 6.8 grams. £200
-300

129 Four necklaces, comprising of three white precious metal 
chains and a Mexican inspired fringe necklace with graduated 
Aztec figures set with turquoise, with Aztec figure links. £200-
300
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130 A 9ct yellow gold locket with chain, consisting of a round locket 
approximately measuring 24.6 mm, with floral scroll and heart 
engravings, a belcher chain and a tube clasp, 45 cm in length, 
Birmingham hallmarked 375, dated 1905, total weight of item 
11.8 grams. £150-250

131 A 9ct yellow and white gold necklace, the yellow figure of eight 
links flanked with white rectangular links, 46cm long. £250-300

132 A collection of white metal jewellery comprising; nine 
necklaces, two bracelets, five rings, a scarf ring, a mother of 
pearl pendant and nine single earrings, mostly marked 925, 
378 grams gross, (27) £100-200

133 Two necklaces and three rings, the necklaces each with cubic 
zirconia pave set pendants, both stamped 375, together with a 
9ct gold ring set with two cultured pearls, a 9ct gold tourmaline 
set ring and another ring, 8grams gross (3) £200-300

134 A ruby entourage converted pendant, consisting of an oval 
natural ruby approximately measuring 13.4 x 10.8 mm, 
encircled with round brilliant diamonds, with an estimated total 
weight of 0.84cts, claw set on a white metal mount, with a 
yellow metal ring frame and bail, overall dimensions 20.4 x 
18.9 mm, total weight of item 6.9 grams. £2,500-3,500
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135 A diamond cluster ring, the seven stone cluster in bi-coloured, 
18 carat gold mount, Size N, 2.6g; together with a three stone 
half hoop diamond ring, the graduated round brilliant cut 
diamonds, in claw mounts in a 9 carat gold shank. Total 
diamond weight diamond 0.25 carats. Size K1/2, 2.1g (2). 
£120-140

136 A collection of paste and cubic zirconia flowerhead jewellery; 
comprising of a ring and a pair of drop earrings, a ring and pair 
of ear studs, a pair of ear studs and a single drop earring 
together with a cubic zirconia line bracelet, four rings, two pairs 
of earrings and a single earring, mainly stamped 925,169 
grams gross. £50-100

137 A sapphire and diamond three stone cross over ring; the 
circular cut sapphire and round brilliant cut diamonds in claw 
set, bi-coloured 18 carat gold mount to a plain shank. Ring size 
O, 3 grams £100-150

138 A smoky quartz, citrine and pearl necklace, a similar design 
bracelet, and pair of matching smoky quartz earrings, each 
stamped '925', necklace 49.5cms long, bracelet 20cms long 
£100-150

139 A Lapis lazuli pearl necklace and lapis lazuli earrings, the 
necklace consist of five rows of seed pearls combining to run 
through a round bead of lapis lazuli, a gold round bead and 
then lapis bead before returning to four rows of seed pearls 
this continues for four repeated sections then returns to five 
rows of seed pearls finished with a yellow metal clasp stamped 
375. The earrings consist of a round lapis lazuli cabochon 
measuring 15.4mm in width set into a yellow metal surround 
stamped 14kt with clip backs. Total weight of items 84.4 grams 
£150-250
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140 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
9ct white gold crossover mount with three stone graduated 
round brilliant cut diamond shoulders. Total diamond weight is 
estimated to be 0.50carats. Size M 3.1g £80-120

141 Shell cameo brooch, oval female profile portrait cameo, to 
yellow precious metal mount with ornate scroll surround, 
unhallmarked, 42 x 36mm, 8.9 grams £60-95

142 An 18ct gold and ruby Byzantine chain necklace, consisting of 
flat Byzantine links approximately measuring 13 mm wide, with 
a ruby cabochons accented toggle clasp, Sheffield import 
hallmarked as 750, dated 1991, cased, overall length 45 cm, 
total weight of item 93.1 grams. £2,000-3,000

143 A quantity of white metal jewellery including a torque necklace, 
a large quantity of chains, a quantity of men's and lady's rings, 
various pendants, bangles and earrings,643 grams gross. 
£200-300

144 A collection of white metal jewellery comprising; four chains, 
two necklaces one with a steel crucifix, three identity bracelets, 
four other bracelets, a lady's wristwatch with the clasp marked 
925, three torque bangles, two pendants, various rings and 
earrings, 364 grams gross. £100-200
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145 A 9ct yellow gold Omega pocket watch and chain, consisting of 
an Omega open face pocket watch with white enamel dial and 
sub-dial for seconds at 6 o'clock with a keyless wound Swiss 
movement, in a 44mm 9ct hallmarked case manufactured by 
Dennison watch case co. with monogrammed and engraved 
case backs. 
With a 9ct yellow gold Albert chain with a 4 mm link measuring 
34cm in length, the total weight of items 84.8 grams (2) 
With fitted box and service receipt from 1931 
Case number: 323801 
Movement number: 5834178 
17LBSPN £500-700

146 A gold and diamond necklace; the rectangular links strung 
along a chain to a fringe pendant set with three round brilliant 
cut diamonds within a rectangular ropetwist plaque and 
suspending three tapering rectangular chain link drops. 
concealed box clasp. Continental gold marks. 42cm length ex. 
pendant. 30.12 grams £1,500-2,000

147 A diamond solitaire ring, consisting of a white round brilliant 
diamond approximately weighs 0.29ct, claw set on an 18ct 
white gold mount, on a tapered 18ct yellow gold shank, 
London hallmarked 750, dated 2004, ring size P½, total weight 
of item 3.3 grams. £400-600

148 An Egyptian scarab beetle ring; the antique hardstone beetle 
set into a ring with rope twist border and engraved shoulders 
and reeded shank. The scarab bears the name of Amun Ra, 
Lord of the land and giver of life, power and happiness. It is 
believed to date from 1400BC; with original purchase papers 
from 1929. £300-600

149 A diamond cluster ring; the brilliant cut diamond in four claw 
mount, above a hallo border of round brilliant cut diamonds, 
also with diamond set shoulders. Plain shank marked '18k'. 
Size M, 3.1g £400-600
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150 An early 19th century portrait miniature in a yellow precious 
metal brooch mount, depicting a young woman with ringletted 
hair, glazed panel to verso with two tied locks of hair, circa 
1830, 5.5 x 4.8cms; and a pair of small Victorian gilt metal 
earrings, stipple engraved with stylised tulips, 2.2cms drop £80
-120

151 A three stone half hoop daimond ring; the graduated princess 
cut diamonds in waved claw settings, with five stone princess 
cut diamond shoulders, in 14 carat white gold mount. Size K, 
3.8g £120-180

152 A ruby and diamond half hoop ring, modern, five calibre set 
rubies and four round brilliant cut diamonds channel set to a 
yellow precious metal tapering band, stamped ‘18ct’, ring size 
L1/2 £140-175

153 A filigree cross brooch pendant, consisting of an old cut 
diamond, turquoise cabochons and mixed-cut pink sapphires, 
claw collet set in a yellow metal mount, attached with a C pin 
catch, approximately measuring 5.0 x 3.3 cm, total weight of 
item 7.5 grams. £250-350

154 A diamond ring, the central old brilliant cut diamond in raised 
six claw mount above tiered diamond set shoulders to a plain 
shank marked '18ct'and platinum. Ring size N1/2; together with 
a five stone half hoop diamond ring, ring size N. Gross weight 
3.89 grams (2) £150-250
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155 A Victorian shell cameo brooch, the central swivel oval with 
carved classical female profile portrait to one side, and glazed 
to verso, within an ornate scrollwork chased frame, pin fitting, 
suspension loop, 6 x 5.5cms £80-95

156 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
six double claw mount to a shaped undulating double row 18 
carat yellow gold mount. Size K, 3.9g £150-200

157 A pair of turquoise ear clips, each consisting of an oval 
turquoise cabochon approximately measuring 17.4 x 12.5 mm, 
set on a yellow metal mount stamped '750', with omega clip 
fittings, total weight of items 9.9 grams. £250-350

158 A 9ct tri-coloured gold twisted bangle, with tongue and groove 
clasp, a figure of 8 safety catch, Sheffield hallmarked with fitted 
case, total weight of item 21.3 grams. £300-400

159 A yellow gold and emerald knotwork dress ring in eight 
segments, set with twenty eight emeralds and two diamonds. 
Ring size S 1/2. £280-320
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160 A single stone diamond ring; the princess cut diamond in 
raised four claw mount to a plain white metal shank marked 
'14k'; diamond 5.5mm x 5.37mm. Poor clarity. Size S; 2.3g 
£250-300

161 An Art Deco diamond and emerald target ring, consisting of a 
central round old European cut diamond, estimated weight of 
0.67ct, encompassed by emeralds calibré set on a gold mount, 
quatrefoil details in the pierced gallery, to a tapered D section 
shank, ring size R½, total weight of item 2.3 grams. £500-700

162 A lot consisting of an amethyst necklace and a pair of 
matching earrings. The necklace consists of a rectangular 
cushion checker cut amethyst approximately measuring 14 x 
10.1 mm, bordered with fishtail pavé set diamonds, on a white 
metal mount stamped '14K', with an elongated bail and a 
braided 18ct gold chain, hallmarked 750, measuring 45 cm 
long. The ear studs each consists of a square cushion checker 
cut amethyst approximately measuring 6.8 mm, claw set on a 
white metal mount stamped '14K', with diamond accents, on a 
peg and butterfly fitting. Total weight of items 7.7 grams (2). 
£200-300

163 A 19th century portrait miniature brooch, the glazed frame set 
with rose cut diamonds enclosing a watercolour on ivory of a 
young lady with pink roses in her hair, overall 2.7cm by 2.4cm, 
with additional safety chain, 10 grams gross. £300-500

164 A lot consisting of four pairs of earrings. 
The first is a pair of jadeite ear studs, with round jadeite low 
cabochons approximately sized 9.7 mm, claw rub over set on a 
metal mount, unmated clutch backing stamped '14K'. The 
second consists of a pair of keshi pearl drop earrings, 
approximately sized 6.2 x 5.1 mm, on 9ct yellow gold, 
hallmarked 375, with clutch backing stamped '14K'. The third is 
a pair of opal ear studs, with round slabs of precious opal 
approximately sized 4.5 mm, crown set on a 9ct yellow gold 
mount, hallmarked 375 in London, dated 1982, with clutch 
backing stamped '9ct'. Following is a pair of keshi pearl ear 
studs, approximately sized 3.9 x 3.2mm, claw set on yellow 
metal, with unmated clutch backing. 
Total weight of items 5.21 grams (4). £100-150
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165 An Edwardian three stone sapphire and diamond ring; the 
gypsy set circular cut sapphire and old brilliant cut diamond 
within a carved 18 carat gold band to plain shank, ring size O, 
3.53 grams. £80-120

166 A 9ct yellow gold hollow hinged bangle with safety chain, one 
side is engraved with scrolling filigree design, 'Vera, with love, 
Xmas 1961' engraved in the inner band, Chester hallmarked 
375 year L, stamped 'Bravington London', width of bangle 
18.8mm, total weight of item 25.2 grams. £250-350

167 An 18ct yellow gold and diamond eternity ring, set with round 
brilliant-cut diamonds of approximately 1.00ct combined, size 
M 1/2, 3.2 grams. 

Please note: this ring is being sold on behalf of Cancer 
Research UK £800-1,200

168 A lot consisting of three fobs and stone set smelling salts 
charm, the first stone set fob is relief engraved with a stag, the 
second fob is set with a purple stone ad the third is an opaque 
stone, the smelling salts charm is set with two diamonds and 
two ruby's with a stone inlay case and screw top with 
engraving down the rim, total weight of items 33.3 grams (4) 
£250-350

169 A flat curb link chain and locket, consisting of a yellow metal 
chain stamped 9ct measuring 61cm approximately in length, 
with a large base metal locket measuring 34x42 mm 
approximately, total weight of chain 11.3 grams. £245-315
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170 A lot consisting of a sapphire and moissanite ring and 
matching earrings, the ring features an oval sapphire 
measuring 7.3x 5.6mm surrounded by round moissanite on a 
yellow metal mount stamped 18ct and plat, ring size O with 
matching oval halo stud earrings featuring sapphires and 
moissanite, total weight of item 7.5 grams. (2) £500-700

171 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
illusion setting to a plain 9 carat white gold shank. Diamond 
estimated to be 0.33 carats, Size J1/2, 2.1g; together with a 
single stone princess cut diamond ring, in 9 carat gold mount. 
Size M, 1.4g (2). £120-140

172 A modernist emerald and diamond dress ring, consisting of a 
centre square emerald approximately measuring 5.7 mm, 
along with round brilliant diamonds in various sizes, estimated 
total weight 0.53cts, claw set on a textured wire mount, 
stamped as '18ct' to a flat shank, overall dimensions 3.3 x 2.1 
cm, ring size L, total weight of item 13.0 grams. £1,200-1,800

173 A suite of a multi-gem-set necklace and matching drop 
earrings, the necklace consisting of multiple coloured 
gemstones, claw set on a white metal mount stamped '750', 
with double cable chain measuring 41 cm long; the pair of drop 
earrings each consisting of multiple coloured gemstones, claw 
set on a white metal mount, on a peg and butterfly fitting, 
measuring 3.3 cm long. Total weight of items 12.4 grams (2). 
£600-800

174 A pair of rose gold and enamel postage stamp cufflinks; the 
four rectangular plaques with milled borders and each 
depicting a different Victorian postage stamp for 1 penny, 2D, 
4D and 9D; in polychromatic enamel; with chain link 
connections. plaques 17 x 13mm. Stamped '9ct'. in later case. 
8.89 grams. £500-700
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175 A double-sided swivel pendant, consisting of a trojan silhouette 
intaglio on a round onyx tablet, and a mother of pearl cameo 
on the flip side, set on a swivel ring mount, with an Etruscan 
style gem-set surround, and a clip-on bail, engraved '18K', 
overall dimension measuring 6.7 x 3.1 cm, total weight of item 
42.4 grams. £500-700

176 A trellis diamond solitaire, consisting of a round brilliant 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.15ct, claw set on a 
twisted trellis mount, to a tapered flat shank stamped '750', ring 
size J½, total weight of item 2.0 grams. £250-350

177 A Victorian Essex Crystal fox head stick pin, set in a horse 
shoe shaped mount, unmarked. 7.5 cm long. £150-200

178 A ten stone diamond ring; comprising two rows of five brilliant 
cut diamonds, in claw mounts to an 18 carat white gold cross-
over shank. Size P, 4.5g £350-400

179 A pair of pearl and diamond drop earrings, each consisting of 
two pearls estimated at 9.0 mm, and diamond pavé set on a 
geometrical articulated mount, stamped '750', with peg and 
butterfly fittings, overall dimensions 6.0 x 2.8 cm, total weight 
of items 13.8 grams. £300-500
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180 A 9ct rose gold watch chain, the uniform albert links marked, 
with a 9ct gold mounted bloodstone and compass swivel fob 
and an unmarked box charm. £800-1,200

181 An 18 carat gold wedding band; wide, angled band 7mm 
depth. Ring size Q, 9.82 grams; together with an 18 carat gold 
ring, with small, engraved, vacant circular aperture. This has 
been adapted from a single stone ring. Ring size R, 8.39 
grams. (2) £300-500

182 An 18ct gold pink sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of a 
square step cut dark pink sapphire approximately measuring 
3.8 mm, surrounded with a border of diamonds, claw set on a 
gold mount, flanked with two square step cut pink sapphires on 
engraved shoulders, to a knife-edged shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked 18ct, dated 1905, ring size M½, total weight of item 
3.4 grams. £500-700

183 A four diamond ring, each round brilliant cut diamond claw set 
to a yellow mount, stamped ‘18ct’, ring size K, 1.4 grams (one 
diamond missing) £100-150

184 A pair of sapphire and ruby earrings, the oval sapphire 
cabochon set in yellow metal with round ruby cabochons to the 
top and bottom, overall 20mm by 13mm, the post marked 750, 
11grams gross. £300-400
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185 A five stone half hoop diamond ring; the graduated round 
brilliant cut diamonds in mille grain mounts; to an 18 carat gold 
shank. ring size I; together with a three stone old brilliant cut 
diamond half hoop ring in 18 carat gold and platinum mount, 
ring size M. 3.63 grams (2). £80-120

186 A pair of de Grisogono ruby and diamond drop earrings, 
encrusted with 489 rubies in a total of 25.75cts, and 30 round 
brilliant diamonds in a total of 13.55cts, pavé set on a white 
gold mount, post and clip fittings, 6.5 cm overall length, 
convention hallmark, in original case, total weight of items 24.2 
grams. £5,000-7,000

187 A pair of late Victorian gold and turquoise cufflinks; the oval 
plaques set with seven stone turquoise bead open cluster; 
figure of eight connections and a single stone dress stud en 
suite. In fitted case. Together with a case set of three dress 
studs marked '15'; and a small quantity of further dress 
studs.16.70 grams weighable. £200-300

188 A lot consisting of five wristwatches, comprised of a gilt metal 
Citizen quartz dress watch, a Cronel with a swiss made hand 
movement and rotating dial and date, a vintage barrel-shaped 
wristwatch, a gents hand-wound watch and a Loris lady's 
watch and two loose straps. (7) £50-70

189 A double-strand cultured pearl necklace with 9ct gold clasp, 
the two strands of uniform pearls approximately 8.3mm 
diameter, 61cm long, the flowerhead clasp set with seed pearls 
and tourmaline, 29.9mm diameter £300-500
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190 A three stone diamond ring, the round brilliants claw set in 
white to a yellow mount and shank, estimated total diamond 
weight 0.8ct, stamped ‘18ct’, ring size M, 2.7 grams £500-700

191 A pair of sardonyx drop earrings, the yellow metal screw backs 
marked 9ct, overall drop 55mm, 10.1 grams gross. £100-150

192 A curb chain, with spring clasp closure stamped as '15ct', 
approximately measuring 37 mm wide, 149 cm long, total 
weight of item 40.3 grams. £600-800

193 A navette shape victorian diamond set bar brooch, consisting 
of twenty-one claw set old cut round diamonds graduating from 
a central 5.0mm diamond with a total estimated diamond 
weight, colour and clarity of 3.00ct H/SI2-P1 set into white and 
yellow metal, total weight of item 5.1 grams £2,500-3,500

194 A three-stone diamond ring; the slightly graduated, mixed old 
brilliant cut diamonds gypsy set within a tapering band marked 
'18ct', and with import marks. Ring size O, 5.95 grams. £120-
180
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195 A diamond and sapphire cluster ring; the round brilliant cut 
diamond in four claw mount within a cushion-shaped border of 
circular cut sapphires; the plain shank marked '18k'. Principal 
diamond is estimated to be 0.788 carats. Size K, ring 5.1g 
£600-800

196 A four-row beaded bracelet, consisting of strung dyed 
quartzite, flanked with crystal spacers, fastened with a 
spherical box clasp marked as '375', overall measuring 21 cm 
in length, total weight of item 68.2 grams. £300-400

197 A pair of topaz and citrine drop earrings, each consisting of an 
oval mixed cut topaz, a step-cut topaz and a step-cut citrine, 
claw set on a yellow metal mount bordered with synthetic 
moissanites and diamonds, with peg and butterfly fittings, 
approximately measuring 7 cm drop length, unmarked, total 
weight of item 18.1 grams. £300-500

198 A yellow gold and five stone diamond dress ring, set with five 
graduated old-cut diamonds, largest diameter 5.8 mm, middle 
diamonds approximately 4.8 mm, smallest 3.2 mm, the shank 
marked 18ct, size O 1/, 5.6 grams. £1,000-1,500

199 A diamond cluster ring; the seven stone brilliant cut diamond 
cluster above five stone diamond shoulders in beaded mounts; 
to a platinum shank. Size M1/2, 4.4g £200-250
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200 A leather studs box containing various shirt studs in mother of 
pearl, cultured pearl and gilt, together with a pair of cufflinks 
and another cufflink. £50-100

201 A diamond and ruby cluster ring, consisting of an old European 
cut diamond estimating 0.16ct in the centre, encompassed by 
three smaller diamonds and five round rubies, claw set on a 
yellow gold mount, to a tapered D section shank, ring size P½, 
unmarked, total weight of item 2.2 grams. £200-300

202 A lot consisting of two rings two pendants and a single ear 
stud. 
An Aqeeq ring with an oval engraved carnelian approximately 
measuring 19.5 x 15.5 mm, claw set on mount stamped 14K, 
ring size P; a round 9.9 mm smokey quartz claw set on ring, 
size O; a single ear stud with cushion cut 9.7 mm smokey 
quartz claw set on mount, with a screw post; a 4.3 mm square 
emerald cut emerald and diamond cluster pendant, mount 
stamped '18K'; a mount stamped '14K' set with three 
graduated round brilliant diamonds. Total weight of items 17.4 
grams (5). £300-400

203 A five stone sapphire ring, the graduated oval mixed cut 
sapphires set in yellow metal, ring size L, 2.8grams gross. 
£300-500

204 A single stone diamond ring; the illusion set round brilliant cut 
diamond with diamond set shoulders to 9 carat white gold 
shank; together with a single sone cubic zirconia ring, in 9 
carat gold mount. Gross weight. 5.3g. (2) £80-120
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205 A pair of diamond ear studs, each consisting of three 
graduated round brilliant diamonds, estimated weight of 0.19ct, 
claw set on a white metal mount stamped '375', peg and 
butterfly fittings, total weight of item 1.1 grams. £200-300

206 A diamond cluster ring; the central round brilliant cut diamond 
in four double claw mount above a border set with round 
brilliant and baguette-cut diamonds and with tapering diamond 
set shoulders. All in millegrain mounts. Central diamond 
estimated to be approximately 0.40 carats; total diamond 
weight estimated to be 0.73 carats. In 18 carats whiter gold 
setting. Size L. 3.5g £450-500

207 A Victorian sapphire and diamond navette shaped ring, 
consisting of old cut sapphires and old cut diamonds with an 
estimated weight 0.40ct on cutaway and engraved shouldered 
band stamped 18ct, ring size O, total weight of 4.3 grams £510
-680

208 An 18ct yellow gold novelty owl pendant and chain, the owl in 
striking pose with wings outswept, stamped 18K, on an 18ct 
yellow gold chain. 22.5 grams. £700-800

209 A split pearl and green hardstone cluster ring, in swirling open-
work mount, to a 9 carat gold shank. Ring size Q; together with 
an Edwardian three stone sapphire and diamond cross over 
ring in engraved 9 carat gold mount. Ring size M. Gross weight 
8.45 grams. (2). £100-150
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210 A pair of peridot and seed pearl drop earrings, a pair of 
diamond drop earrings each set with three graduated old cut 
diamonds, pair of cultured pearl ear studs, and a pair of yellow 
metal flowerhead earrings each set with a central round mixed 
cut garnet. £200-400

211 A pair of bi-coloured gold contemporary earrings, with white 
gold omega clip fitting, Italian hallmarked 750, measuring 
approximately 17.4 x 10.1 x 5.4 mm, total weight of items 8.6 
grams. £250-350

212 A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the oval sapphire within a 
surround of twelve round brilliant cut diamonds, to 18k white 
gold mount and shank, estimated total diamond weight 1ct, 6.9 
grams. £1,000-1,500

213 A five stone red stone and diamond half hoop ring in 18 carat 
gold; pierced boat-shaped setting; together with Edwardian 
split pearl and ruby ring in 9 carat gold and a single stone 
diamond ring. Gross weight 4.91 grams. (3). £100-150

214 A single stone diamond ring; the princess cut diamond in four 
double claws mount to a plain platinum shank. Diamond is 
estimated to be approximately 0.30 carats. Size N, 2.8g £250-
300
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215 A diamond set flower ring; 18 carat gold, pavé set to one 
terminal with a six petal flower around a central diamond; 
bifurcated band and leaf to opposing terminal. Ring size K, 
3.65 grams. £80-120

216 A yellow metal and hematite intaglio ring, depicting a Classical 
soldier wearing a helmet, the shoulders and shank with acorn 
and oak leaf design, size J-K. £400-600

217 A guilloche enamel and pearl pendant, with a white enamel 
border, and a pearl highlight to the glazed panel, edged with a 
metal frame and bail, approximately measured 2.8 cm long, 
total weight of item 5.2 grams. £100-150

218 A diamond cluster ring; the central rectangular plaque pavé set 
with princess cut diamonds, within an outer border of round 
brilliant cut diamonds, to diamond set bifurcated shoulders and 
9 carat white gold mount. Total diamond weight is estimated to 
be in excess of 0.50 carats. Size O, 3.3g £120-140

219 A modern diamond and sapphire pendant, consisting of an 
oval natural dark blue sapphire, measuring 5.9 x 4.5 mm, rub 
over set in 9ct bi-coloured gold mount, surrounding with round 
brilliant diamonds of estimated carat weight 0.16 in total. 
London hallmarked 375, dated 1989. Comes with a 9ct yellow 
gold curb chain measuring 45 cm long, Birmingham 
hallmarked 375, dated 1989. Total weight of item 3.1 grams. 
£100-150
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220 An 18ct bi-coloured gold diamond ring, consisting of five 
graduated round brilliant diamonds, estimated total weight of 
0.44ct, rub over set on a white gold mount, on a tapered flat 
shank, Birmingham hallmarked 750, with Millenium mark, and 
maker's mark 'M&M', ring size M½, total weight of item 4.5 
grams. £700-900

221 Two yellow metal bangles with a carved geometric design, 
together with a Venezuela 10 gold Bolivares coin with an 
additional suspension loop. £500-700

222 Sapphire and diamond square panel cluster ring, the 4.1mm 
square sapphire within a surround of round brilliant cut 
diamonds, to yellow precious metal mount and shank, ring size 
M1/2, total weight of item 2.7 grams. £300-335

223 An emerald and sapphire dress ring, consisting of a central 
rub-over set oval emerald measuring 6x5.2mm flanked by two 
oval sapphires and eight round brilliant cut diamonds with an 
estimated weight of 0.08ct on a yellow metal mount, ring size 
N ( leading edge), total weight of item 4.1 grams £400-500

224 A five stone half hoop sapphire and diamond ring, the 
graduated circular cut and old brilliant cut stones n elliptical 
panel to plain 18 carat gold mount. Birmingham 1911, ring size 
N ( one diamond deficient); together with a French Art Deco 
chevron shaped ring set with clear pastes. French poincon 
marks. Ring size I. 4.42 grams. (2) £100-150
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225 A South African 1/2 pond (pound) gold coin, dated 1894, total 
weight of item 4.0 grams. £100-150

226 A collection of cultured pearls, a four-row pearl bracelet, with a 
tube slide clasp, measuring 18 cm in length; a three-row knot 
strung pearl bracelet, with Argentium silver box and tongue 
clasp, measuring 15 cm in length; a graduated knot strung 
pearl necklace, with tongue and groove clasp, measuring 49.5 
cm in length; a graduated knot strung pearl necklace, with 9ct 
gold pearl clasp, measuring 57.5 cm in length; a graduated 
knot strung pearl necklace, with silver pearl clasp, measuring 
66 cm in length. Total weight of items 120.6 grams (6). £150-
250

227 An early 20th century nine stone diamond cluster ring; the old 
brilliant cut diamonds in rubbed mille grain mounts. Ring size 
O, 2.3 grams £80-120

228 Two rings and a stick pin, comprising of an 18ct gold turquoise 
and diamond ring, ring size P, 2.7grams gross, a ring set with a 
bloodstone oval cabochon, ring size P 1/2, and an amethyst 
and seed pearl stickpin, marked 15, 1 gram gross (3). £200-
300

229 A Mexican Dos Pesos gold coin inset ring, to a yellow precious 
metal tapering mount and shank, ring size I £110-140
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230 An Edwardian fob pocket watch and long-chain, consisting of 
an unnamed open face pocket watch with a case stamped 14kt 
measuring 41mm, with a closed back key-wound movement 
with a yellow metal dial with Roman numerals, accompanied 
by a stamped 9ct yellow gold chain with oval belcher link and 
measuring 77cm long with Albert clasp, total weight of items 
63.9 grams (2) £400-600

231 A single stone pale sapphire ring; the oval cut stone 9.94mm x 
7.72mm; in 18 carat white gold eight claw mount, to an 
engraved gallery and plain, tapering shank. Ring size K, 3.58 
grams. £200-300

232 A star ruby ring, the oval 7.7 by 6.5 by 5.3mm cabochon in 
pinkish-purple, claw set to a yellow precious metal mount and 
simple shank, ring size I1/2 £160-240

233 An aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the oval mixed cut 
aquamarine 10.2mm x 8mm, surrounded by brilliant cut 
diamonds, set in 18ct white gold, ring size O, 5.1grams gross 
£400-600
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234 Leon Eguiazu. A bespoke Toledo style damascened steel, gold 
and platinum necklace; with accompanying handwritten, gilded 
and illustrated manuscript styled explanatory booklet. This 
symbolic necklace was presented as a Christmas gift in 1905, 
to 'Joy'. It is composed of eight plaques and a lozenge-shaped 
pendant drop. The plaques are joined by beaded links and the 
clasp at the back is formed as interlinked hands. Each of the 
four oval plaques bears a different inscription denoting love 
and Christan devotion, and a foliate lattice design or 
monogram to the reverse. In fitted case, with an aperture for 
the booklet below the shaped velvet pad. 45cm length. Gross 
weight 39.25 grams
Leon Eguiazu traded at 15, Hernani San Sebastian in Spain. 
He also had an atelier at 45 BoulevardlMontmartre, Paris. He 
was a skilled artist working in the medium of damascene work 
often associated with Toledo, where the brightness of mixed 
colours of gold is heightened against a matt black ground. 
The property of the current owner by descent. £1,500-2,000

235 A single stone diamond ring, the off-circular brilliant cut 
diamond in four claw mount diamond set gallery, and plain 9 
carat white gold shank. The total diamond weight is estimated 
to be 0.25 carats. Size N, 2.2g £80-120

236 Three propelling pencils, yellow precious metal fountain pen, 
and another in white metal case £150-200

237 A 9ct gold watch chain, consisting of a belcher chain with a 
swivel open ring, approximately measuring 58 cm long, total 
weight of item 9.8 grams. £100-120
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238 A collection of silver, white metal and gold plated jewellery 
comprising; a simulated pearl bracelet, five bangles, two 
bracelets, three necklaces, three charms, a pair of drop 
earrings, three charms and a quantity of various rings, 336 
grams gross. £100-200

239 A cultured pearl brooch circle brooch together with single stone 
cabochon garnet, later applied to a 9 carat rose gold bar. 
Gross weight. 7.9 grams. (2) £80-120

240 A cultured pearl and diamond pendant on chain, and pair of 
matching earrings, scroll line of grain set round brilliant cut 
diamonds, and pearls 6-7mm diameter, 18ct rose gold mounts, 
ATLd sponsor's marks, cased, pendant 3.2cms long £150-200

241 A Vera Wang Love ring with diamonds on 14kt white gold, set 
with a central princess cut diamond measuring 4.15 x 4.16mm 
surrounded by round brilliant cut diamonds in a halo setting on 
an elaborate stone set split shoulder mount with two square 
sapphires set into the under gallery, ring size M1/2, total 
weight of item 7.0 grams £1,500-2,000

242 A dragonfly novelty brooch, the body grain set with twelve 
graduated round brilliant cut diamonds, and the wings pave set 
with yellow sapphires, yellow mount, twin pin fitting, 18ct gold 
assay marks for London 2007, WM sponsor’s mark £320-400
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243 A Murrle Bennett & Co Jugenstihl necklace, the stylised 
pendant set with an oval mother of pearl panel with three oval 
mixed cut garnets and oval amber drop, with two oval amber 
chain interspaces, the pendant with makers mark and stamped 
950, overall drop 5.2cm, overall 47cm long. £250-350

244 A Victorian style half hoop, five stone diamond ring; the 
graduated round brilliant cut diamonds in pierced, lozenge-
shaped, claw mounted, 18 carat gold setting. Ring size S, 2.7 
grams. £80-120

245 A Victorian amethyst bracelet set in gold, the graduated oval 
mixed cut amethyst, the largest 16.7mm x 12.5cmm, the 
smallest approximately 12mm x 9.8mm, overall 19.5 cm long, 
27.2 grams gross. £400-600

246 An 18 carat gold bracelet; the five row textured brick links to a 
concealed tongue and box clasp, with figure of eight safety 
chain. 19cm length. 50.41 grams £1,000-1,500

247 An old mine-cut diamond set ring, consisting of a single old 
mine cut diamond measuring approximately 4.5x4.2mm claw 
set in 18ct yellow gold ring, ring size S, total weight of item 4.6 
grams £200-300
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248 A Victorian 15 carat gold, rose diamond and split pearl half 
hoop ring; set with a single, central rose cut diamond and three 
stone pearl shoulders. Chester 1896; ring size K; together with 
a French two stone paste ring, ring size L. Gross weight 3.55 
grams. (2). £120-180

249 A diamond and ruby cluster dress ring; comprising a central 
old transitional cut diamond; six smaller round brilliant cut 
diamonds, six baguette-cut diamonds, five tumbled green 
stones and two ruby cabochons, all claw set within a 
handmade scrollwork abstract frame. The principal diamond is 
estimated to be approximately 0.23cts, to a tapered flat shank, 
ring size M½, overall dimension 3.3 x 1.7 cm, total weight of 
item 11.9 grams. £600-800

250 A 9ct gold dress ring of the irregular oval form set with old cut 
diamonds, round mixed cut sapphires and mother of pearl, ring 
M, together with another ring of the domed form set with half 
cultured pearls and cabochon sapphires, ring size F, (2) £200-
300

251 A pear-cut peridot pendant, collet-set in yellow metal, bail 
unmarked, peridot measuring approximately 9 x 6 mm, the 
chain clasp marked 14k, together with a pair of similar yellow 
metal and round-cut peridot drop earrings. 2.6 grams 
combined £100-150

252 A mixed collection of 19th century and later jewellery including 
a pair of Victorian tortoiseshell pique drop earrings, a 9ct 
turquoise ring, a pair of 9ct cufflinks, two watch chain T bars, 
one stamped 15, 18.7 grams and other items £300-500
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253 A pair of diamond earrings, each consisting of an old mine cut 
diamond estimating 0.19ct, claw set on a textured and pierced 
daisy mount, stamped as '9ct', peg and butterfly fittings, total 
weight of items 2.0 grams. £150-250

254 An 18ct yellow gold five stone ruby and diamond carved half 
hoop ring, the central ruby and two diamonds measuring 
approximately 0.13 to 0.14 carats, with scrolled frame, 
stamped 18ct. Ring size N. 4.6 grams.
This ring could be re-sized by a jeweller. £300-500

255 A lot consisting of two coral necklaces and one coral brooch, 
the first necklace consists of 8.8mm beads with glass spacers 
with a base metal bolt ring, measuring 37mm in length, the 
second features 5.5mm beads and the overall length 
measures 34cm. Finally, a coral set cabochon brooch on 
yellow metal. Total weight of items 51.8 grams (3) £200-300

256 A swivel fob, consisting of a round agate and a bloodstone set 
on a ring mount, with a detailed engraved scrolled surround, 
stamped with 10ct and maker's mark BHJ, approximate size 
3.8 x 2.3 cm, total weight of item 9.7 grams. £150-250

257 A single strand freshwater pearl necklace, the oval cream 
pearls from 12-15mm diameter, with a leaping dolphin clasp 
pave set to one side with diamonds, 50cms long £120-200
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258 Cancer Research UK Charity lot 
An 18ct yellow gold hinged bangle, of oval form, the interior 
measures 5.8cm by 5.2cm. £300-400

259 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
raised four claw mount to a plain 18 carat white gold shank. 
Accompanied by an IGI certificate stating that the diamond 
weighs 0.71 carats, is G colour and S!2 clarity. Ring size K2.8 
grams. In fitted Tolkowsky box. £600-800

260 A diamond bar brooch in the form of a three-leaf clover, set 
with three old round-cut diamonds, approximate diameter of 
stones 4.3-4.5 mm, on a yellow metal bar, unmarked, 4.2 
grams. £400-600

261 A late 19th century mourning brooch, the gold mounted oval 
panel with applied coronet and monogram over plaited hair; 
within a blue and white enamel border; Slightly convex. 3cm.; 
together with a gilt metal and enamel mourning locket; a five 
stone half hoop split pearl ring (a/f) and a lady's 9 carat rose 
gold manual wind watch. (4) £150-250

262 A lapis lazuli bead necklace, with yellow metal, enamel and 
diamond barrel clasp, stamped '750', 48cms long; and a pair of 
lapis lazuli cabochon earclips, stamped '750' (3) £200-300
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263 A three stone half hoop diamond ring; the graduated round 
brilliant cut diamond claw mounted and set to an adapted 
Victorian 18 carat gold shank. The total diamond weight is 
estimated to be in excess of 0.60 carats. Ring size P. 2.84 
grams. £150-250

264 A single stone tanzanite ring; oval cut in four claw mount to a 
plain D section platinum shank. Tanzanite is estimated to be 
1.15 carats Size N1/2, 7.5g £800-1,200

265 A 19th century hardstone seal, rose gold cased mounts; oval 
with reeded borders and crossover suspensory loop; 2.8cm 
length; together with a small silver mounted banded agate seal 
and three further 19th century hardstone intaglios.(5) . £100-
200

266 A three stone diamond half hoop ring; the graduated round 
brilliant cut diamonds in illusion settings to bi-coloured,18 carat 
gold mount. Size M, 3.3g £120-140

267 An Aurafin bi-coloured flat snake chain necklace, stamped 
'14K', approximately measuring 42 cm in length, total weight of 
item 10.0 grams. £200-300
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268 An Ilias Lalounis chain necklace with textured figure of eight 
and oval links, the barrel clasp with makers mark "A.21" and 
stamped 750, overall 78cm long £500-700

269 Ruby and diamond set flowerhead brooch, mid 20th century, 
centred by a vivid red 3.5mm diameter ruby, and seven old cut 
diamond melees, to yellow precious metal petal mount, pin 
fitting, stamped ‘585’, 26mm wide, 4.8 grams £200-280

270 A belcher link watch chain, with a swivel seal fob, the clasp 
marked 9c, overall 63cm long £250-300

271 A lot consisting of four stick pins, a brooch and a pendant: a 
Victorian coiled hair serpent stick inseparable; an enamel 
panel stick pin; an archaeological revival turquoise stick pin; a 
turquoise cluster stick pin; an opalite costume brooch; a 
Swastika pendant marked '9ct'. Total weight of items 14.0 
grams(6). £100-150

272 A pair of jadeite entourage ear studs, each consisting of an 
oval jadeite jade cabochon, approximately sized 8.9 x 6.7 mm, 
claw set on an 18ct white metal mount stamped '750', 
surrounding with round brilliant diamonds of estimated carat 
weight 0.56, total weight of item 4.1 grams. £400-600
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273 A 9ct yellow gold cameo bracelet consisting of seven 
articulated sections with three graduated shell cameos 
sections, the central cameo measuring 20.5 x 15mm flanked 
by the two measuring 16 x 12.5mm with four-leaf embellished 
sections, 17cm in length, total item weight 16.00 grams, 
stamped 9ct. £150-200

274 A pair of foliate diamond earrings, each consisting of a carved 
claw set centre diamond estimate of 0.29ct together with 
melee diamond accents, to a bi-coloured metal stamped '585', 
with lever back fittings, total weight of item 4.9 grams. £500-
700

275 A seashell plaque brooch, of rectangular form with canted 
corners decorated with fish, shells, a crab and a prawn, 
stamped 20, 3.7cm x 2.4cm, 9.9grams gross. £400-500

276 A diamond three stone cross over ring, the slightly graduated 
round brilliant cut diamonds claw mounted within channel set 
diamond shoulders. The whole in an 18 carat white gold 
mount. Total diamond weight is estimated to be 0.50 carats. 
Size K, 3.4g £150-200

277 A sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of an oval light blue 
sapphire, approximately measuring 7.4 x 5.9 mm claw set on a 
white metal mount, with rub over set diamond shoulders, of an 
estimated weight of 0.06ct, to a tapered flat shank, ring size 
K½ total weight of item 2.9 grams. £500-700
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278 A pair of aquamarine earrings, each consisting of an oval blue 
aquamarine cabochon, measuring approximately 16.1 x 11.8 
mm, rub over set on open-back tests as 18ct yellow gold 
mount with omega ear clips. total weight of items 15.8 grams. 
£500-700

279 A pair of South Sea pearl and diamond earrings, each with two 
graduated round brilliant cut diamonds, to an off-round 
12.5mm diameter pearl, estimated total diamond weight 1.2ct, 
stamped ‘750’, 9.3 grams. £800-1,200

280 A citrine and diamond set necklace and earrings suite, the 
necklace consist of a pear-shaped greenish unheated citrine, 
approximately 15.2 x 10.2 mm, claw set on a white metal 
mount stamped '750', with a French pavé set diamond border 
and an elongated bail. Double braided chain approximately 
41.5 cm long, close with a lobster clasp. 
Accompanied by a pair of citrine entourage earrings, each has 
an oval greenish citrine, approximately 9.8 x 8 mm, claw set on 
a white metal mount stamped '750', with a French pavé set 
diamond border 
and lever back fitting. 
Total weight of items 15.01 grams (2) £400-600

281 A small collection of earrings, rings and brooch. Consisting a 
pearl and diamond halo ring to shank engraved 'To my wife, 
Love, Donald', ring size N; a diamond and emerald halo ring at 
size O; a pair of diamond halo ear studs; a pair of peridot and 
pearl drop ear studs; a pair of mismatched knot ear studs; a 
pair of ball stud earrings in a fitted box; a pair of pearl halo ear 
studs; a split pearl and ruby brooch with engraved scroll 
designs. Total weight of items 22.0 grams (8). £400-600

282 A rectangular 14ct yellow metal bar brooch, with engine turned 
decoration, overall 9cm long, stamped 14k to the safety catch. 
£100-150
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283 A three stone ruby and diamond ring; the oval cut ruby and 
rose cut diamonds in rub over mounts to a plain shank - 
unmarked. Ring size O, 2.1 grams £60-80

284 A diamond serpent hinged bangle, consisting of 14 larger 
irregular shaped foil-back diamonds, and pavé set diamonds 
on an oxidised silver cast mount in the shape of a serpent, 
close with tongue and groove clasp and figure of eight safety 
catch, stamped 925, in fitted case, total weight of item 68.7 
grams. £1,000-1,500

285 A rose gold and split pearl Australia brooch; the five knife-edge 
bars set with split pearls to represent the five territories. 
Marked '15ct'. 4.5 cm; a garnet and seed pearl pendant, a 
single pendant earring n he form of a beetle, a miniature yellow 
metal spoon, an African bean pendant with carved face, and a 
ring. 6.85 grams weighable. (6). £150-250

286 An Art Nouveau style necklace with enamel and blister pearl 
pendant (damage to the enamel); an Art Nouveau silver and 
enamel brooch, by Charles Horner, 2.8cms wide; and two 
yellow metal bar brooches, both broken, one with 9ct gold 
marks (4) £150-250

287 An Egyptian scarab bar brooch, consisting of an antique 
steatite scarab with cartouche at the back, set into a brooch 
mount, approximately measuring 5 cm in length, marked as 
'9ct', total weight of item 3.6 grams. £300-600
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288 A pair of C'est Laudier Mabe pearl ear clips, each consisting of 
a Mabe pearl approximately measuring 16 mm, set in a nest-
shaped mount of yellow metal stamped '750', with clip fittings, 
total weight of items 19.9 grams. £300-500

289 A Gucci gilt metal watch, the rectangular guilloché dial with two 
baton hour markers to integral open link bracelet. Signed and 
numbered. Model number 3900L. In watches of Switzerland 
case. £50-80

290 A three-tier diamond cluster ring, with a central round brilliant 
cut diamond above two rows of smaller round brilliant cut 
diamonds to a plain 18 carat white gold shank. Size L, 5.1g 
£300-400

291 Two Victorian 15ct gold Scottie dog bar brooches, both set 
with realistcially modelled Scottie dogs, one with safety chain, 
both stamped and engraved to the bar. 9.5 grams total. Each 5 
cm long. £150-250

292 Two 15ct gold plain hollow hinged bangles, each consisting of 
a tongue and groove clasp with a safety chain, total weight of 
items 20.2 grams (2). £300-500
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293 Cancer Research UK Charity lot - A 1980's Gucci wristwatch 
and bezel set, with a quartz movement and gilt case 
measuring 26mm with multi-coloured exchangeable bezels of 
a range of colours on a gilt metal bangle bracelet. 
Complete set of bezels and box 
11/12 
0825761 
Gucci watch £100-200

294 Cancer Research UK Charity lot - Consists of three Gucci 
watches, the first is a Gucci 5500L quartz movement on a steel 
27mm case with a black dial with Roman numerals with a 
black strap, complete with box and papers. The second is a 
Gucci square case measuring 25mm with a quartz movement 
on a gilt metal bangle style bracelet. Finally the third is a quartz 
Gucci watch with a case measuring 26.5mm with a black 
leather strap and the Gucci logo on the reverse of the case. (3) 
£100-200

295 Bjorn Weckstrom for Lapponia, a modernist 15ct textured 
brooch, overall 29.7mm by 39.8mm, stamped 585. £300-400

296 Cancer Research UK Charity lot - A Mappin & Webb 18ct 
yellow gold necklace, the rope chain with interspaced fancy 
links, 41cm long, 22.6 grams, cased with outer box. £600-700

297 A pair of Tahitian pearl and diamond ear clips, each consisting 
of a grey Tahitian pearl approximately sized 10.6 mm, set on a 
white metal mount pavé set with diamonds, stamped '750 18K', 
with omega clip fittings, total weight of items 7.5 grams. £600-
800
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298 A collection of four diamond set rings, consisting of a flush set 
band size K; a diamond cluster ring, size J½; a three stone 
bypass ring, size R; a solitaire ring, size L½. Total weight of 
item 9.8 grams (4). £150-250

299 An Edwardian diamond cluster ring; the central old brilliant cut 
diamond in mille grain mount within an open border of round 
brilliant cut diamonds, to a plain 18 carat gold shank. Size 
M1/2, 2.4g £250-300

300 A white metal bracelet and brooch, stamped '925 Germany 
K&L'; and two other brooches, stamped 'K&L Germany', and 
'835 K&L', bracelet 16cms long (4) £100-150

301 A turquoise bead necklace, with yellow clasp; and a pair of 
earrings with screw backs, both stamped '750 GJ&W'; and 
another pair of turquoise cabochon earclips, stamped '585', 
1.7cms diameter £100-150

302 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamonds n 
six claw mount to a plain 18 carat white gold shank. Diamond 
estimated to be 0.50 carats. Size K, 2.4g £300-500
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303 A cultured pearl necklace, fastened with a 9ct yellow gold and 
pearl clasp, pearls approximately 7 mm diameter, 
approximately 80 cm long. £150-200

304 An Art Deco sapphire and diamond ring; the central square 
plaque with a step cut sapphire within a border of round 
brilliant cut diamonds, with four further sapphire accents and 
two stone brilliant cut diamond shoulders; the whole in mille 
grain mounts to a plain 18 carat gold and platinum shank. Ring 
size N, 2.72 grams. £150-250

305 A 19th century mourning brooch converted into a ring, with a 
central agate cameo surrounded by a band of seed pearls and 
a band of round cut garnets, overall 3cm x 2.2cm, ring size S, 
11.3 grams gross. £250-350

306 An Edwardian diamond and pearl bangle, consisting of an old 
mine cut diamond approximately sized 3.6 x 3.3 mm, star set 
in the centre, along with six bright set pearls, on a yellow gold 
hinged bangle with a tongue and groove clasp, in fitted case, 
total weight of item 18.26 grams. £500-600

307 Three Victorian work boxes containing a variety of costume 
jewellery including various paste brooches, a quantity of jet 
beads, a gold plated sovereign case £200-300
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308 A late Victorian single stone diamond ring; the old brilliant cut 
diamond in scalloped, eight claw mount to tapering engraved 
shoulders; and plain 18 carat gold shank. Birmingham 1900. 
Diamond estimated to be approximately 0.41 carats. Ring size 
T, 5.91grams £400-600

309 A pair of 9ct gold cufflinks, of rectangular form with chamfered 
edges and chequer plate decoration linked by a chain, 
approximately 20mm by 8mm. £200-300

310 A pair of a 9ct gold signet ring and an onyx signet ring. The 
first consists of a shield head measuring approximately 13.4 x 
11.3 mm, engraved with a monogram, on a tapered shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked 375, ring size S. The second consists 
of an oval onyx-set head measuring approximately 13.5 x 12.3 
mm, on a tapered shank, hallmarked 375, ring size K. Total 
weight of items 13.3 grams. £150-250

311 Cancer Research UK Charity lot 
A yellow metal flattened curb link bracelet with a safety chain, 
the clasp marked 750, 8.9grams gross. £250-350

312 Cancer Research UK Charity lot 
An 18ct white gold necklace with sapphire and diamond 
pendant, the cluster pendant set with five brilliant cut diamonds 
and four round mixed cut sapphires, overall 10mm diameter, 
the tapering suspension loop three claw set with a brilliant cut 
diamond, approximately 20mm drop, the rope chain 41cm 
long, 7 grams gross. £200-300
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313 A collection of white metal jewellery mainly marked 925, 
comprising; an amethyst double line bracelet, an amber 
bracelet, a turquoise bracelet, a Tisento acrylic bangle, eight 
other bangles, two pairs of earrings, three single earrings, a 
cross pendant and four other necklaces,398 grams gross. 
£100-200

314 A Victorian emerald and diamond ring, consisting of a square 
emerald-cut emerald, approximately sized 3.9 x 3.9 mm, rub 
over set on a closed-back yellow metal mount, with fifteen old 
mine cut diamonds pavé set on shoulders, with detailed floral 
designs are engraved on the tapered shank. Ring size J½, 
total weight of item 4.7 grams. £300-500

315 A quantity of white metal jewellery comprising of four 
necklaces, two chains, various pendants, earrings, bracelets 
and a large quantity of rings, 357 grams gross. £150-250

316 A yellow metal stamped 750 sapphire and diamond ring, 
consisting of a central round sapphire measuring 6.0mm 
surrounded with round brilliant-cut diamonds with an estimated 
weight of 0.10ct, set into petal shape settings on a grooved 
shank, ring size N, total item weight 5.9 grams. £300-400

317 A pair of Tiffany gold and silver ear clips, on omega clip 
fittings, engraved with Tiffany monogram and 'STR-14K', total 
weight of items 9.7 grams. £200-300
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318 A three stone diamond half hoop ring; the three slightly 
graduated round brilliant cut diamonds in mille grain finished 
collet mounts to an 18 carat gold shank, ring size I; together 
with an Art Deco 18 carat gold signet ring, with rectangular 
plaque within oval frame and carved shoulders. ring size K. 
Gross weight 4.75 grams (2). £100-150

319 A 9ct yellow gold elephant-shaped link necklace, secured with 
a tongue and groove clasp and a figure of eight safety catch, 
with British 375 convention hallmark, approximately measuring 
40.5 cm long, total weight of item 21.0 grams. £250-350

320 An 18ct yellow gold Albert chain, consisting of three rows of 
curb chains and two swivel open rings, hallmarked as 750, 
measuring 19 cm long, total weight of item 67.0 grams £2,000-
2,500

321 A collection of 19th century and later jewellery, including a 
mourning brooch with plaited hair panel in a seed pearl frame, 
a white metal hinged bangle stamped "Silver", another 
stamped "Sterling", two shell cameos, one with the mount 
stamped 9ct, two seed pearl bar brooches, a silver and enamel 
Art Nouveau brooch £200-300

322 A pair of large knot earclips, in yellow, stamped '750 AZ', 2cms 
wide,14.7 grams; and a pair of abstract panel earclips, 
stamped '750', 6.4 grams (4) £400-600
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323 A diamond target ring, centered with a round brilliant-cut 
diamond of approximately 0.15 carats, millegrain set, the 
border set with calibre mixed-cut diamonds, and a further outer 
border of round-cut diamond accents to the sides of the 
circular mount, the shoulders inset with baguette-cut 
diamonds, white metal shank marked 750 for 18ct, size O 1/2, 
5.2 grams. £1,500-2,000

324 A diamond, sapphire and ruby parrot brooch, consisting of 
various sizes of diamonds pavé set on a textured white metal 
parrot-shaped mount, calibré set rubies and sapphires 
highlights, a tube hinge, pin and safety catch, overall 
measuring 2.4 x 3.9 cm, unmarked, total weight of item 12.7 
grams. £600-800

325 A platinum court wedding band, approximately measured 5.2 
mm wide, London hallmarked 950 with maker's mark VCG, 
dated 2005, ring size S, weighs 12.7 grams. £400-600

326 A diamond Jabot pin, the lozenge shape panel grain set with 
round brilliant cut diamonds, to a yellow precious metal mount, 
main panel 2cm by 1.7cm, stamped '14k 585', 3.4 grams £200-
300

327 A synthetic opal line bracelet, the fourteen oval cabochons 
each approximately 8.7mm by 6.6mm, set in yellow metal, 
20cm long 12.3grams gross. £400-600
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328 A 9ct belcher link chain with 9ct gold heart-shaped padlock, 
with a collection of charms and a double round photograph 
frame, marked 375, 23grams gross. £350-450

329 A cultured pearl necklace, the uniform pearls approximately 7 
mm diameter, the white metal flowerhead clasp set with a 
cultured pearl, 48 cm long, and a two strand cultured pearl 
bracelet, with two yellow metal spacers and rectangular clasp 
stamped 750, 19.5cm long (2) £200-300

330 A yellow metal, diamond and pearl stickpin, set with an old 
round-cut diamond of approximately 0.20 carats, flanked with 
two split pearls, claw-set, pin unmarked, in a Victorian pin box. 
£300-500

331 A yellow metal fancy link watch chain; with T bar suspension 
and single clip connection. 45cm length. 15.65 grams £200-
300

332 A sapphire and diamond three stone ring, consisting of a 
cushion-cut sapphire approximately measuring 4.0 x 5.0 mm, 
flanked with two old European cut diamonds, claw set on 
yellow metal to a bifurcated knife edge shank, ring size Q½, 
total weight of item 3.0 grams. £250-350
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333 An open face gold plated pocket watch with fitted case 
supplied and branded W. m. Greenwood & Sons Leeds and 
Huddersfield, with a white enamel dial and sub-dial for 
seconds at 6 o'clock in a gilt case measuring 56mm 
manufactured by Dennison watch case co. No: 998456 with a 
keyless movement with Rolex Lever Swiss-made movement, 
total weight of item 102.6 grams £70-100

334 A three stone half hoop diamond ring, the circular cut 
diamonds in claw mounts to a plain shank. (diamonds heavily 
included). Ring size L; together with a three stone diamond 
plaque ring (one rose diamond deficient). set in 18 carat gold 
and platinum. Ring size L1/2. Gross weight 4.16 grams £100-
150

335 A lot consisting of various Victorian and modern pieces of 
jewelley, including five brooches with some stone set and a 
cameo, a retractable pencil, a plated rope bracelet with a 
keepsake clasp, a ring and earrings and finally a pin with bean 
drop. (11) £200-300

336 A single stone diamond ring; the off-round old brilliant cut 
diamond in raised eight claw mount to a plain shank marked 
'18ct' gold. Diamond is estimated to be in excess of 0.50 
carats. Ring size L, 2.54 grams £250-350

337 A single stone diamond ring, the modified cushion cut diamond 
in rub-over setting to plain tapering 18 carat white gold 
shoulders. Diamond estimated to be 5.36 x 6.72 x 4mm, I/J 
colour, and I3 clarity. Size N1/2, 8.3g £550-600
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338 A five stone half hoop diamond ring, the mixed old cut 
diamonds in illusion mounts to a plain 18 carat gold and 
platinum shank. Ring size L, 2.5 grams £80-120

339 An Edwardian 9ct gold amethyst bracelet, consisting of five 
hexagon step-cut amethysts, approximately sized 9.9 mm, 
tube set and flanked with brick links, Chester hallmarked 375, 
dated 1907, approximately measured 19 cm, total weight of 
item 12.7 grams. £150-250

340 An articulated necklace consisting of graduated Greek keys 
hinged links, with a tongue and groove clasp and a figure of 
eight safety catch, yellow metal stamped '750', approximately 
measured 46 cm, total weight of item 19.7 grams. £500-600

341 A three stone half hoop ring; the three round brilliant cut 
diamonds in claw mounts to an 18 carat white gold crossover 
mount. Total diamond weight is estimated to be 1 carat. Size 
M, 4.8g £500-700

342 A carat cubic zirconia tennis bracelet, the oval stones claw 
mounted in 14 carat gold bracelet 18 cm length 5.9g £80-120
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343 A diamond cluster ring, the old cut diamonds claw set in white 
metal approximately 10m diameter with a yellow metal ring 
shank, ring size 0 1/2, 3.6grams gross. £600-800

344 A quatrefoil diamond cluster ring, consisting of round brilliant 
diamonds estimated 0.15ct bezel set on white metal mount 
stamped '14K', encrusted with melee diamonds and milgrain 
details, to a tapered flat shank. Ring size N, total weight of item 
3.8 grams. £500-700

345 Two Edward VII London Mint half sovereign gold coin, dated 
1903, total weight of item 7.9 grams. £200-250

346 A silver plated Goliath pocket watch and case, Goldmsiths & 
Silversmiths Co. Ltd, Arabic numerals and subsidiary seconds 
dial, housed in a leather case, 7.5cms diameter case; and two 
other 8 day movement nickle cased large pocket watches, all 
outer cases A/F £100-150

347 A diamond cluster ring and a 22ct wedding band, consisting of 
a diamond cluster ring claw set on a white metal mount, to a 
tapered knife-edge shank, stamped as '18ct&PLAT', ring size 
L½; a plain yellow gold court wedding band, London 
hallmarked 22ct, dated 1940, ring size K½, total weight of item 
6.8 grams (2). £150-250
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348 A 9ct rose gold curb link bracelet with padlock clasp and safety 
chain, stamped 9ct, approximately 19cm long. £300-400

349 A platinum and diamond ring, the solitaire round brilliant-cut 
diamond of approximately 1.12 carats, approximate colour and 
clarity J/K, VS, size M, 4.1 grams. £2,000-3,000

350 A Victorian seed pearl starburst brooch pendant, graduated 
seed pearls set in radiating arms and trefoil motifs, marked as 
'15ct', with suspension loop, approximately measuring 30 mm 
in diameter, total weight of item 6.1 grams. £150-250

351 A five stone old cut diamond ring, consisting of five claw set 
old cut diamonds with an estimated weight of 0.40ct on a 
yellow metal shank stamped 18ct, ring size L1/2, total item 
weight 3.0 grams. £255-510

352 A lot consisting of a diamond and ruby pendant and matching 
earrings. The pendant comprises twelve princess-cut rubies 
invisible set in a white metal surround marked '750', edged 
with diamonds; the pair of earrings each comprises of a 
princess-cut ruby measuring of 3.5 mm, flanked with round 
brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white metal mount stamped 
'14K'. Total weight of items 5.0 grams (2). £100-150
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353 A silver gilt and cameo bracelet, set with filigree panels, the 
clasp marked 800. £200-300

354 A collection of silver and white metal jewellery comprising; a 
necklace with matching bracelet, three other necklaces, two 
bracelets, two bangles, a silver-gilt ring and various other 
rings, 176 grams gross, £50-100

355 A 19th century pair of 18ct gold hinged lorgnettes, the handle 
decorated with scrolling leaves, hallmark to the handle loop 
worn, stamped 18 to either side of the nose bridge, 23grams 
gross. £140-180

356 A collection of 19th century and later jewellery including a 
tremblant brooch set with old European point cut diamonds, 
overall 10cm long, a wedding ring marked "Plat", a paste 
butterfly brooch, a peridot and seed pearl cluster ring in 9ct 
gold mount and other items. £300-500

357 Collection of pearl jewellery, to include a two row cultured pearl 
necklace, 7mm diameter off-round pearls, with yellow precious 
metal abstract clasp set with pearls and diamond chips, 
stamped ‘14k’, 550mm long, a freshwater pearl single strand 
necklace, 9.5-11.5mm pearls, to white clasp, stamped 
‘SILVER’, 380mm long, a single row baroque pearl necklace, 
with yellow precious metal clasp set with diamond chips, 
440mm long, another, with yellow ball clasp, 340mm long, a 
pearl and diamond dress ring, to yellow mount, stamped ‘750’, 
3.8 grams and a white metal wreath brooch set with simulated 
pearls, stamped "Silver". £300-500
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358 A 9 carat gold and single stone cultured pearl heart-shaped 
brooch; together with a crescent brooch set with graduated 
seed pearls. Gross weight 5.74 grams; and a Scottish silver 
and agate horseshoe shaped stickpin. (3). £60-80

359 A diamond bar brooch, consisting of a round transitional cut 
diamond measuring 5.3-5.4mm with an approximate diamond 
weight, colour and clarity of 0.60ct I/J-SI2/P1 claw set into a 
rex collet onto a tapering bar of white metal, measuring 46mm 
long with pin back and fitted box, total weight of item 3.6 grams 
£600-800

360 A lot consisting of two necklaces one being of yellow base 
metal large hammered links measuring 44cm long and each 
link measuring approximately 34mm wide and the second 
being a white metal rigid torque choker with removable 
pendant set with a cabochon amber. (2) £80-140

361 A diamond drop necklace, pendant consisting of diamond 
clusters, estimated total weight of 0.30cts, claw set on a white 
gold mount with an encrusted elongated bail, stamped '750', 
comes with a 14K thin box chain, measuring 46 cm long, total 
weight of item 4.0 grams. £300-400

362 An opal and diamond ring, consisting of an oval cabochon opal 
measuring approximately 12.9 x 9.8 mm, rub over set on a 
yellow metal D section shank, flanked with two round brilliant 
diamonds on shoulders, estimated diamond weights 0.05ct. 
Stamped 18ct, ring size P, total weight of item 2.9 grams. £150
-250
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363 A purple stone necklace, consisting of a pear-shaped stone in 
the centre and 6 graduated oval stones, claw set on yellow 
metal mount, attached to a cable chain, approximately 
measuring 42 cm in length, total weight of item 8.7 grams. 
£300-500

364 A diamond cluster ring, central diamond within a surround of 
eleven smaller diamonds, millegrain set in white, set in yellow 
metal, panel 1cms diameter, ring size J £800-1,200

365 A three stone half hoop diamond ring; the round brilliant cut 
diamonds in carved setting to a plain 18 carat gold shank. Size 
M, 2.9g £200-300

366 A three-stone diamond ring, consisting of an old European cut 
cognac diamond in the centre, with an estimated weight of 
0.48ct, flanked by two old European cut white diamonds 
estimated total weight of 0.56ct, claw set on a white metal 
mount, to a tapered flat shank, ring size N½, total weight of 
item 2.5 grams. £300-500

367 A pair of Georgian diamond earrings, set with rose cut 
diamonds to cut down white settings, and yellow mount, later 
screw back fittings stamped '9CT', 3cms drop, associated case 
£200-300
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368 A lady's gilt metal Pulsar wristwatch, with associated 9 carat 
gold, bark finish buckle bracelet. Gross weight. 32.28 grams 
£150-250

369 Sapphire and diamond square panel cluster ring, the 4mm 
square sapphire within a surround of round brilliant cut 
diamonds, to 18ct yellow gold mount and shank, assay marks 
for London 2009, ring size L, total weight of item 2.9 grams 
£320-400

370 A pair of Tiffany & Co. yellow gold signet rings. 
The first consisting an oval head measuring approximately 9.8 
x 9.2 mm, engraved with a monogram, on a tapered D section 
shank with wavy design on the shoulders, stamped 18ct, inside 
of head has engraved '1870-1920', ring size N½. 
The second consisting a round head measuring approximately 
9.2 mm, engraved with initials 'RAB', on a tapered D section 
shank, stamped 18ct, inside of head engraved '1870-1920', 
ring size K. Total weight of items 9.3 grams (2). £180-220

371 A yellow metal and citrine bar brooch, set with a mixed round-
cut stone, approximately 8.7 mm diameter, mount 
unmarked,brooch 6.2 cm long, 3.5 grams. £100-150

372 A collection of gem-set jewellery, consisting of a paste solitaire 
ring, size O; an adjustable ring set with amethyst pebbles; a 
9ct gold and stone set full eternity ring, size N½; a pair of agate 
tablet and marcasite sterling silver earrings, measuring 5.5 cm 
drop; a pair of green paste drop earrings; a rock crystal cross 
pendant measuring 6.5 x 5.0 cm on a 62 cm cable chain. Total 
weight of items 53.8 grams (6). £100-150
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373 A platinum ring and diamond ring; the looped hammered 
platinum band with pavé set diamond hoop to centre; Ring size 
L; 9 grams £250-350

374 A carved jade panel brooch of rectangular pierced form, overall 
65mm by 20mm, 50grams gross. £200-300

375 A diamond and gold tie clip with chain and a pair of matching 
cufflinks, each consists of an oval tablet-like medallion marking 
the year 1795, approximately measuring 18.2 x 14.4 mm, 
bordered with diamonds and milgrain details, Russian 
hallmarked 750, tie clip measuring 6.8 cm long, total weight of 
items 32.4 grams (2). £800-1,200

376 A multi-gem set beetle ring; the 18 carat rose gold thorax pavé 
set with diamonds and yellow and green tinted sapphires; the 
head also set with peridot eyes; the whole applied to a rhodium 
plated 18 carat gold band. Ring size L, 4.92 grams £100-150

377 A collection of white metal and silver jewellery comprising a 
silver locket on chain, a white metal curb link bracelet, silver 
plated kilt pin, a Scottish brooch in the form of a stags head set 
with oval citrine coloured paste, a silver powder compact, a 
Middle Eastern necklace and a nugget pendant, 259 grams 
gross. £200-300
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378 A 9 carat gold cigarette case; rounded rectangular, engine-
turned; with push-button thumbpiece. 9 x 6.5cm. 75.32 grams 
£700-1,000

379 A single stone diamond cross-over ring, the round brilliant cut 
diamond in 9 carat white gold mount. Size N, 2.3 grams; 
together with a single stone cubic zirconia ring, with cubic 
zirconia set shoulders, in 9 carat white gold mount.SizeL, 1.8 
grams. (2). £80-120

380 A collection of four stone-set rings, a ruby and diamond ring 
bar set on a yellow metal mount to a tapered flat shank, size 
M½; a sapphire and diamond channel set to a tapered flat 
shank, size O; an emerald and diamond flush set to an 18ct 
gold tapered D section shank, size N½; an amethyst flanked 
diamonds claw set to a 9ct gold flat shank, size J½. Total 
weight of items 9.6 grams (4). £100-200

381 A lot consisting of four rings, a graduated five-diamond rub 
over set on a pierced gallery, to a tapered flat shank stamped 
'18ct', ring size O; a textured belcher ring set with a square 
emerald, ring size O; an 18ct gold ring with a lapis cabochon, 
Egypt hallmarked as '750', ring size Q; a ring with a step-cut 
blue synthetic spinel, unmarked, ring size P. Total weight of 
items 10.4 grams (4). £150-250

382 A single stone diamond ring; the round brilliant cut diamond in 
simple crossover 9 carat gold mount. Diamond estimated to be 
0.20 carats; Size N; together with a further single stone 
diamond crossover ring, in 9 carat white gold, with tapering 
diamond set shoulders. M. Gross weight 4.9 grams. (2) £120-
180
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383 An 18ct white gold ruby and diamond cluster pendant on chain, 
consisting of an oval ruby approximately measuring 5.3 x 3.8 
mm, surrounding with round brilliants and princess cut 
diamonds, estimated total weight 0.32ct, claw set on a white 
gold mount, Birmingham hallmarked 750, with thin curb chain 
measuring 40 cm, total weight of item 3.7 grams. £250-350

384 A yellow metal, diamond, and sapphire ring, channel-set to 
centre with a row of calibre-cut sapphire, within two scalloped 
rows of round brilliant-cut diamonds, the diamonds of 
approximately 0.01 carats each, the shank marked 18k to 
exterior, (tests as 18ct gold), size Q 1/2, 4.5 grams £400-600

385 A lot consisting of a single stone ring and wedding band, the 
single stone ring comprises from an oval Garnet measuring 
9.1x 8.1mm on a split shoulder 18ct gold band, ring size O and 
a 44.3mm wide wedding band of dual 18ct white and gold 
band, ring size M, total weight of both items 7.0 grams. (2) 
£200-250

386 An aquamarine dress ring, consisting of an emerald cut blue 
aquamarine, sized approximately 8.7 x 7.7 mm, set in four 
claws on a yellow metal twisted cable surround, on a tapered D 
section shank, stamped 18K, ring size O½, total weight of item 
4.5 grams. £150-250

387 An Edwardian smoky brown quartz oval brooch, collet set 
within a ropetwist and foliate scroll chased yellow mount, pin 
fittng and safety chain, stamped ‘9ct’, PW maker’s 
mark, 3.5 by 3cms £80-120
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388 Seven white metal chains and another gem-set necklace, five 
chains stamped 925, one with a cross pendant stamped 
"silver", and two chains stamped "Sterling", the gem-set 
necklace stamped 925, 65.9grams gross.(8) £50-100

389 A diamond cluster ring; the tiered, cushion-shaped cluster to 
bifurcated diamond set shoulders; in 9 carat white gold shank. 
Size M, 2.7g £150-200

390 A pair of David Thomas 18ct gold abstract flower ear clips, with 
omega clip fittings, London hallmarked 750, dated 2017, total 
weight of items 6.0 grams. £300-500

391 A five stone half hoop diamond ring; the graduated round 
brilliant cut diamonds in claw mounts to a plain 9 carat white 
gold shank. Size K,2.4g £120-180

392 A pair of yellow metal knot clip earrings, stamped '750', 8 
grams; and a ring set with four pearls, carved shoulders, ring 
size J, 3.7 grams (3) £200-300
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393 A yellow metal, diamond, and sapphire ring, set with an oval 
cabochon sapphire measuring approximately 9 x 7 x 4 mm, the 
stylised oval mount set with four small round-cut diamonds, 
with applied filigree and engraved decoration to shoulders, 
shank unmarked (tests as gold), size U. £300-400

394 A pair of late 19th century diamond brooches, formed as 
stylised openwork mounts, with inverted horseshoe and furled 
design, largest central diamond on each approximately 4 mm 
diameter, brooches 15.2 grams combined. £800-1,200

395 An envelope of gold leaf, the envelope inscribed "Gold Leaf, 
found with mothers things, 27.12.75". £100-150

396 A single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond in 
scalloped mount, with three stone diamond shoulders to a 9 
carat gold shank. Size M, 1.9 grams; together with a garnet 
and cubic zirconia five stone half hoop ring in undulating 9 
carat gold band. Size R, 2.1 grams. (2) £60-90

397 A lacquered white metal cigarette case designed as an 
envelope; with an early Elizabeth II 21/2 D postage stamp set 
to the corner. Addressed to Lady Bell. By P H Vogal and Co. 
Hinged cover and gilded interior. 11.9 x 9cm. £150-250
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398 Three gold wedding bands, each hallmarked 22ct, ring sizes K, 
O and G. £350-450

399 A pair of de Grisogono brown diamond earrings, consisting of 
169 brown diamonds in a total of 39.10cts, claw set on an 
articulated yellow gold mount stamped '750', with omega clip 
fittings, each approximately measuring 33.1 x 52.9 mm, in 
original case, total weight of items 48.0 grams. £15,000-20,000

400 A 9ct yellow gold brick link necklet, close with a tongue and 
groove clasp and figure of eight safety catch, hallmarked as 
375, measured approximately 6.7 mm wide, 41.5 cm long, total 
weight of item 24.9 grams. £250-350

401 Suite of white enamel and silver gilt Danish daisy design 
jewellery, by Anton Michelsen, stamped ‘AM sterling, 
Denmark’, including a necklace, 39cms long; a bracelet, 
18cms long; a pair of large ear clips, 2.4cms diameter; and 
another pair, 1.8cms diameter, some with silver import marks 
for 1978/1979 £200-300

402 A three stone ruby and diamond ring, consisting of a central 
oval ruby measuring 5.0x3.2mm flanked by two transitional cut 
diamonds measuring approximately 3mm with a total 
estimated weight of diamonds 0.20ct, set into a yellow metal 
mount stamped 18ct, ring size S, total weight of item 4.6 grams 
£300-500
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403 A large opal and garnet circular cluster ring, claw set within a 9 
carat gold bark finish mount and shank. Ring size R1/2; 
together with a turquoise and garnet cluster ring in open work 9 
carat gold mount. Ring size L1/2. Gross weight 10 grams (2) 
£80-120

404 A jade bangle; together with a hinged jade bangle and a 
carved Bhudda pendant .(3) £60-80

405 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet, consisting of various charms 
attached on a Figaro chain, with a spring clasp, approximately 
measuring 19 cm long, each individually hallmarked as 9ct, 
total weight of item 29.6 grams. £350-450

406 An 18ct yellow gold full eternity ring, channel set with twenty 
round brilliant cut diamonds with an estimated weight, colour 
and clarity of 4.00ct H/I1, on an 18ct yellow gold band 
measuring 7.8mm wide, ring size W (leading-edge), the total 
weight of item 21.2 grams £5,000-7,000

407 A smoky glass elephant pendant, with a white metal girdle, the 
suspension loop marked 800, overall 20mm by 25mm. £100-
150
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408 A Tiffany and Co 18ct yellow gold spiro swirl rosebud pendant 
with a trace link chain measuring 40cm in length and a total 
item weight of 6.1 grams. £350-550

409 A three stone diamond ring; the gypsy set, mixed old cut 
diamonds within a substantial open twist mount, to an 18 carat 
gold shank. Birmingham 1925. Ring size V, 9.4 grams £150-
250

410 A pair of Mauboussin Nadja Tahitian pearl ear clips, each 
consisting of a Tahitian pearl approximately measuring 8.3 mm 
in diameter, on a yellow gold mount with clip fittings, stamped 
'18K', total weight of items 9.8 grams. £600-800

411 A five stone half hoop opal and amethyst ring in 9 carat gold 
mount; together with an emerald and ruby seven stone half 
hoop ring and a three stone amethyst ring in bi-coloured 9 
carat gold mount. 8.5 grams. (3) £120-180

412 A pair of early Victorian diamond drop earrings, consisting of 
old cut diamonds set into a silver pendant earring drops with 
an old-cut diamond set-top stud with hooks fittings in yellow 
metal, the total weight of items 5.6 grams £100-150
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413 An Art Deco sapphire and diamond ring; the square-cut 
sapphire in rub-over mount to three stone diamond set 
shoulders in millegrain mounts to a platinum shank, Size L; 
together with a sapphire and diamond full hoop eternity ring, 
comprising calibré cut sapphires and eight-cut diamonds in 
channel mount Size M. Gross weight 5 grams £150-250

414 A single stone diamond pendant on chain, the old brilliant cut 
claw set to a white cortonet mount, with a yellow precious 
metal curb link chain, estimated diamond weight – 0.75ct 
approximately, assessed tinted and pique, chain stamped ‘9ct’ 
£320-400

415 An 18ct gold propelling pencil holder, together with a Victorian 
acorn-shaped propelling pencil holder. The cylinder holder has 
engraved with geometric pattern and '1868-1918', 
approximately measuring 7.0 cm in length, Birmingham 
hallmarked, dated 1916; The acorn shaped holder, engraved 
'W.S.HICKS', approximately measuring 5.0 cm in length, with 
English registry mark dated 1873. Total weight of items 18.2 
grams (2). £200-300

416 A diamond solitaire ring, set with a round brilliant cut diamond 
with an estimated weight of 0.24ct on a white metal wave style 
shank stamped 750, size N, 2.2 grams £180-280

417 A lot of gem-set dress rings, one consists of a marquise 
emerald claw set on a white mount with granulated details, 
with twisted bifurcated shoulder, to a tapered flat shank 
stamped '10K', ring size N½; second consists of an emerald 
cut amethyst claw set on a yellow metal mount, with diamond 
accents, to a thin flat shank marked '14K', ring size P. Total 
weight of items 5.3 grams (2). £100-150
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418 A Victorian pendant/brooch set with diamonds, turquoise and 
seed pearls, featuring an old cut diamond set bow, with a 
circular surround with enamel, with a central turquoise 
cabochon surrounded by seed pearls with an articulated drop 
set with further diamonds and turquoise on yellow metal with 
pin back and top loop, total weight of item 14.3 grams £600-
800

419 A platinum and diamond ring, with eight round brilliant cut 
diamonds set within the curved band. Ring size K, 5.6 grams 
Birmingham 2002. £300-500

420 A Victorian gold, turquoise and diamond fringe brooch, the 
central domes boss set with turquoise beads and a central 
rose diamond; to a layered beaded and foliate border. Circa 
1875. 3.5 cm diam, 15.10 grams. £300-500

421 A collection of white metal and silver jewellery comprising of a 
white metal charm bracelet, a coin bracelet, a silver ingot on 
chain and a Victorian coin brooch set in silver mounts, 181 
grams gross. £100-150

422 A sapphire and rose diamond oval cluster ring, ring size N; 
together with a Victorian 18 carat gold, split pearl and 
turquoise five stone half hoop ring( shank split); and an opal 
and ruby oval cluster ring, Ring size R. Gross weight 8.08 
grams.(3) £100-150
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423 A pair of Amerik K&L gilt abstract earrings, clip fittings, 
stamped marks, 2.8cms wide £40-60

424 A lot consists of multiple items including three gold rings two of 
which are hallmarked 22ct and one set with rubies and 
diamond (total weight of items 11.9 grams), one Rotary 
automatic watch in a case and a Meritex watch, one boxed 
parker pen with 14kt nib, two Albert style chains of base metal 
and four brooches with a base metal pin and finally two pocket 
watch keys. Total number of items (12) £300-400

425 An Edwardian five stone half hoop diamond ring, the 
graduated old brilliant cut diamonds in pierced and carved 18 
carat gold setting, ring size J; together with a three stone round 
brilliant cut diamond crossover ring in 9 carat gold illusion 
mount, ring size M. Gross weight 4.55 grams (2). £80-120

426 A Victorian nine stone snowflake cluster pendant; the 
openwork cluster set with a central old brilliant cut diamond 
above and eight point scalloped star, three stone old and rose 
cut diamond bale. Cut down silver setting to a gold 
mount.2.5cm diam. The total diamond weight is estimated to 
be in excess of 2 carats. £2,500-3,500

427 A stunning five stone diamond ring consisting of a central 
emerald cut diamond measuring 9.99x6.69x4.73mm with an 
estimated weight, colour and clarity of 2.85ct J/K SI1 flanked 
by two baguette-cut diamonds measuring 7.5x2.7mm and a 
further two outer baguette-cut diamonds measuring 
4.2x2.6mm, claw set into a white setting with a yellow metal 
mount, finger size N (leading edge), total weight of item 5.7 
grams 
Total estimated weight of diamonds: 4.15ct £6,000-8,000
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428 A yellow metal torque style bangle, the rope twist bangle with 
faceted terminals and screw-down fastening, interior 6cm by 
5.5cm. £1,500-2,000

429 A lot consisting of two rings, the first is an 18ct bi-coloured gold 
three-stone ring, comprises of a round natural sapphire 
measuring 4.5 mm, flanked with two smaller round diamonds, 
claw set on a white gold mount with carved shoulders, to a 
yellow gold flat shank, Birmingham hallmarked, dated 1972 
with maker's mark C.P.S, ring size P½. The second is a three-
stone ring, comprises of white stones illusion set in a gallery 
that rises from shoulders to a tapered yellow metal flat shank, 
marked as '18ct PLAT', with maker's mark HG&S, ring size O. 
Total weight of items 4.9 grams (2). £80-120

430 A collection of boxed costume jewellery comprising; a Thierry 
Mugler triple acrylic bracelet, a pair of Tateossian cufflinks 
(unopened), a Juicy Couture gold plated flattened curb link 
bracelet, an Amanda Suarez necklace, (unopened), a Buckley 
"I Love You" bracelet, (unopened), a panel bracelet after 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh, a pair of enamel poppy cufflinks 
and a silver plated cross on chain, (9) £50-100

431 A yellow metal necklace of flattened fancy link form, overall 
length 45cm. £250-350

432 A collection of earrings, including a pair of moonstone 
earpendants, screw fittings; another pair stamped '9ct'; and 
various costume jewellery earrings and two brooches £100-
150
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433 A 9ct gold cigarette case with engine turned decoration within 
a greek key border, opening to reveal the inscription "Jerry 
3/9/30", overall 12.5cm by 8cm. £1,400-1,600

434 A 9 carat gold necklace; composed of reeded and crescent 
shaped articulated links, to a concealed push-bar clasp.with 
safety link. Cased. 43cm length 28.49 grams. £400-600

435 A victorian enamel morning brooch, consisting of a gilt metal 
brooch approximately measuring 53x 43mm with black enamel 
with gold lettering around a central glass covered oval section 
with pin back and engraving dated 1852. £250-350

436 A seven stone diamond cluster ring; the mixed old cut 
diamonds in claw mounts to a pierced gallery and plain shank 
marked '18ct'. Ring size O1/2, 3 grams. £250-350

437 An early 20th century diamond and sapphire bar brooch; the 
central circular cut sapphire within a rose diamond and square 
cut sapphire set panel. Mille grain mounts throughout 5.5cm 
length. 4.58 grams £200-300
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438 A collection of silver and white metal jewellery comprising; four 
torque bangles, two bangles, four curb link bracelets, a gold 
plated bracelet, a pair of drop earrings, two single earrings, five 
necklaces and a quantity of rings, 350 grams gross £100-200

439 A ruby and diamond cluster ring, consisting of an off-round 
ruby in a claw setting, measuring approximately 2 mm, 
encircled by ten old European cut diamonds claw set in a 
pierced coronet gallery, with two diamonds bead set on the 
shoulders, estimated total weight of diamond 0.36ct, to a 
yellow metal tapered D section shank, stamped '18ct', ring size 
L½ total weight of item 3.3 grams. £800-1,200

440 A solitaire diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond, 
approximately 1ct, H, VSI, four claw set in white metal 
stamped 950 Plat, ring size K 1/2, 4.4grams gross. £2,500-
3,000

441 A pearl and diamond cluster ring; the central single stone 
cultured pearl within a border of mixed old cut and round 
brilliant cut diamonds, in claw mounts to bifurcated shoulders 
and plain shank with commemorative inscription dated 1903. 
Ring size Q, 2.5 grams £120-180

442 An Edward Vll Melbourne Mint gold sovereign coin, dated 
1910, total weight of item 8.0 grams. £250-300
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443 A case of a South African Two Rand and a One Rand gold 
bullion coins, dated 1969, total weight of items 11.69 grams. 
£300-350

444 A Queen Victoria London Mint sovereign gold coin, dated 
1900, total weight of item 8 grams. £250-300

445 A yellow gold charm bracelet, consisting of various charms 
individually hallmarked as 9ct or 18ct, with a 1929 full 
sovereign gold coin and a 1913 half sovereign gold coin, 
attached on a thick curb chain, connected with a heart padlock 
and secure with a safety chain, approximately measuring 17 
cm long, total weight of item 79.7 grams. £1,100-1,400

446 A Queen Victoria full sovereign gold coin, dated 1889, total 
weight of item 7.9 grams. £250-300

447 A George V London Mint half sovereign gold coin, dated 1912, 
total weight of item 4 grams. £150-200
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448 A George V London Mint full sovereign gold coin, dated 1911, 
total weight of item 8.0 grams. £250-300

449 A George V Royal Mint full Sovereign gold coin, dated 1914, 
total weight of item 7.9 grams. £250-300

450 A George V gold full sovereign, 1907, 7.9 grams. £250-350

451 A Moschino red quilted handbag with gilt flip-clasp, with a 
chain-link strap, with tags and together with dust bag, 29cm 
wide. £50-100

452 A Montblanc Meisterstuck Pix Classique ballpoint pen, 
measuring 167mm in length with a pull draw cap and blue ink, 
topped with the Montblanc mountain cap, pen lid is laser 
engraved 'Microsoft' total weight of item 23.2 grams 
IR1381130 £40-80
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453 A 9 carat gold and tortoiseshell box, rounded rectangular with 
gold mounted hinged cover and push button thumbpiece; 12 x 
7 m, London 1917; together with two piqué ware brooches and 
a small 19th century tortoiseshell and bone snuff box. (4). £250
-350

454 A Victorian lozenge form tortoiseshell vesta case with gold 
pique stars and cartouch decoration, together with another 
similar with inset faux strap hinges and double betrothal 
cartouch and an early Victorian silver and gold pique worked 
etui of canted tapering section (no accoutrements) 7.2 cm long 
x 3.5 cm wide x 7 mm thickness the primary item.
(Dimensions: p)
Private collection £350-450

455 A Parker 51 fountain pen, with 14k rolled gold cap, made in the 
USA. £100-150

456 A 1950's vintage Montblanc 242G fountain pen, made from 
black resin with a 14ct yellow gold nib, domed resin cap top 
with white Montblanc 'Snow-cap' emblem, 122mm in length 
and a draw system ink refill, circa 1950's. £50-100

457 A Parker 51 fountain pen, with a 12kt filled gold cap, made in 
the USA. £100-150
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458 A Montblanc StarWalker precious resin fineliner pen, 
measuring 140mm long with a screw-off cap and fineliner pen, 
the pen features the floating Montblanc emblem in a 
translucent dome with a black and red leather travel pouch. 
Item weight 32.7 grams £50-100

459 A Gimborn 150 Master fountain pen with 14kt gold nib and 
screw top in green with a piston knob to draw ink. £50-100

460 Cartier. A gilt metal and cream enamel desk clock; octagonal 
with a hinged back strut. Signed and numbered. £50-70

461 A Parker 51 fountain pen mark 1, vacumatic, with 12k filled 
gold cap, circa 1940. £100-150

462 A double Pen set of Montblanc Meisterstück Martele Sterling 
Silver Fountain Pen and Le Grande roller ball with leather 
case. 
The first is a Montblanc Meisterstück Martele Sterling Silver 
Fountain Pen. Model reference: 115097. Piston fountain pen, 
hand-crafted 18 K gold nib rhodium-coated, Ag925 sterling 
silver in hammered optic barrel and cap, inlaid with Montblanc 
emblem, silver-coated clip. 
The second is a Montblanc Meisterstück solitaire Martelé 
Sterling silver le grand Rollerball Pen – 115098 Rollerball pen 
with twist-off cap silver-coated clip and fittings made from 925 
Sterling silver barrel with hammered optic effect, total weight of 
items 145.7 grams (2) 
Both serialised £200-300
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463 A small collection of jewellery, consisting of an Egyptian revival 
enamel necklace; a similar arts & crafts art nouveau style 
butterfly pendant on chain; a miniature enamel butterfly; a 
carved tagua nut and gem-set silver ring, size N. Total weight 
of items 37.2 grams (4). £150-250

464 A Cartier Roadster screw cap rollerball pen, measuring 156mm 
long set with a synthetic sapphire cabochon, currently writing 
in blue ink and weighing 40.3 grams with a Goyard fitted black 
leather case. £80-120

465 A Favorito calendar open face pocket watch with keyless 
wound movement with a white enamel dial with subdials for 
day, date, month and moon phase, with a keyless wound 
Swiss movement in a silver case measuring 48mm, total 
weight of item 93 grams £250-350

466 An 18ct gold Longines automatic ultra-thin wristwatch with a 
33.5mm octagonal case with a black dial and a diamond-set at 
12 o'clock with a date aperture at 3 o'clock with gold dot 
indexes and sapphire crystal glass on a black generic strap. 
Serial: 18479060 £800-1,200

467 A three-stone diamond panel ring, consisting of three round 
diamonds estimated weight of 0.57ct, set in a white metal 
panel with milgrain details, on a pierced and engraved gallery, 
to a yellow metal tapered flat shank, stamped as '14K', ring 
size O½, total weight of item 2.7 grams. £400-600
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468 A collection of watches comprising a lady's Omega watch, 
rolled gold case and bracelet, and another earlier Omega 
watch (no strap), a lady's Certina watch, to yellow precious 
metal case and bracelet, stamped ‘750 18k’, 21.6 grams, a 
lady's Bulova rolled gold watch and expanding bracelet, a 
lady's Helvetia octagonal case watch (no strap) and a Victorian 
lady's pocket watch, the case stamped 18k £500-800

469 A Cartier Santos 1566 steel and gold with a 29mm case, a 
Swiss quartz movement, an off white dial with Roman 
numerals and a date aperture at 6 o'clock on a steel strap with 
gold screws and deployment buckle and a synthetic sapphire 
set crown. 
Model: 1566 
Serial: |CC735315 £800-1,200

470 A lady's Rado Ovation wristwatch with a 'High-tech' ceramic 
30mm case and bracelet with a Swiss quartz movement, 
sapphire crystal glass and articulate bracelet with deployment 
buckle. 
No Box, no papers. 
Model: 153.0495.3 
Serial: 04232321 £100-200

471 An 18ct gold Zenith open face pocket watch, with a keyless 
made in Switzerland movement, singed Zenith 2667785 with 
an 18ct yellow gold case marked Brevet 570652, with an off-
white dial and blue hands with sub-dial for seconds at 6 
o'clock, the case measures 50mm, total weight of item 58 
grams. £600-800

472 An 18ct yellow gold Longines lady's wristwatch with a Swiss-
made quartz movement in a rectangle tank style case 
measuring 20 x 24mm, a white dial with a seconds sub-dial at 
6 o'clock with an oval link 18ct yellow gold Longines bracelet 
with clasp. 
L5155 6 
Serial: 292110481 
Total weight of item 35.9 grams £1,500-2,000
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473 A Cartier Ronde Solo 2934, with a 36mm steel case, Swiss 
quartz movement, silver dial with Roman numerals in black 
with a date aperture at 3 o'clock and a synthetic blue sapphire 
crown, on a Cartier black leather strap with Cartier deployment 
buckle. 
Model: 2934 
No box, no papers £450-850

474 A Cartier Roadster XL chronograph 2618 on steel with a 40mm 
case, white layered dial with Roman numerals and date 
aperture at 3 O'clock, with an automatic Swiss movement and 
a steel articulated bracelet and deployment clasp. 
No box, no papers 
Model: 2618 
Serial: 31857CE £1,500-2,000

475 A lady's Bvlgari stainless steel quartz wristwatch, with a 21mm 
rectangle case and a Swiss quartz movement, a white dial with 
silver numerals on a steel articulated strap and a deployment 
buckle 
Model: RT39 S 
Serial: L1317 £200-300

476 An excellent example of a Patek Phillippe Gondolo 5024-1 in 
18ct white gold, with a hand-wound Swiss movement in a 
30mm wide 18ct white gold case with a white dial and Arabic 
numerals with seconds sub-dial at 6 o'clock on an original 18ct 
white gold strap with an adjustable clasp. £9,000-12,000

477 An 18ct gold peridot and diamond entourage ring, consisting of 
an oval peridot measured approximately 7.9 x 5.9 mm, rub 
over set in mount surrounded by diamonds of estimated weight 
0.4ct, to a tapered D section shank, Birmingham hallmarked, 
dated 1911, ring size: Q½, total weight of item 4.41 grams. 
£300-500
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478 A lady's platinum 26mm Rolex Datejust 179166 with an 
automatic movement, silver/blue dial with a date aperture at 3 
o'clock, sapphire crystal glass and a smooth platinum bezel, all 
on a platinum president bracelet. 
Model: 179166 
Serial: K557537 
Year: 2001 
No box or papers, comes with a travel pouch. 
Total weight of the item 130.1 grams £9,500-12,500

479 An Omega stainless steel open face pocket watch, the silvered 
dial with Roman numerals and subsidiary seconds dial, the 
Omega jewelled movement numbered 5599208, the case back 
numbered 6276474. Case, 50 mm. £120-180

479A A gentleman's 18 carat gold, open faced pocket watch; the 
champagne dial with Arabic numerals and minute track. 
Subsidiary seconds at six o'clock; keyless lever movement; the 
reverse of the case engine-turned with monogram engraved to 
base; together with a single stone cultured pearl stick pin and a 
yellow metal toothpick in case. Gross weight 54.03 grams (3) 
£200-300

480 An Elgin open face pocket watch, with a white enamel dial and 
sub-dial for seconds at 6 o'clock in a gilt case measuring 
55mm, a keyless wound movement signed 'Elgin Nat'l Watch 
Co' (7604405) with a screw-off case back featuring an 
elaborate engraving. The estimated year of production is 1899. 

Late serial in production 7604405 £100-200

481 A Tag Heuer Formula 1 in steel with a 35mm case and black 
dial with silver indexes and a date aperture at 3 o'clock with 
sapphire crystal glass and a black ceramic bezel. On bi-colour 
steel and ceramic bracelet with double deployment buckle. 
Model WAH1210 
Serial: EBT2968 £150-250
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482 Montblanc. A gentleman's 18k yellow gold Meisterstuck black 
dial chronograph wristwatch, the circular dial with Arabic 
numerals, three subsidiary dials, date/date apertures at three 
o'clock and sweep seconds hand. Automatic movement with 
visible escapement to reverse. Leather strap with deployant 
clasp, and with an extra buckle. 38mm dial. Boxed and with 
papers. £2,000-3,000

483 An Edwardian silver open faced pocket watch, white enamel 
dial, Roman numerals and subsidiary seconds at six o'clock 
and lever movement signed Towler, Bradford.; together with 
three silver cased pocket watches, a silver open-faced pocket 
watch with white enamel dial, Roman numerals ad subsidiary 
seconds at six o'clock. Lever movement sign Yoland London; 
and a silver cased Improved, patent English Lever £200-300

484 A collection of seven open face fob pocket watches, the first in 
silver with a keyless wound movement and a 40mm dial, the 
second in silver with an engraved case, white enamel dial and 
keyless wound movement, the third with a floral enamel dial in 
a 39mm engraved silver case, the fourth key wound movement 
with white enamel dial and engraved 41mm case, the fifth 
features an Edwardian dial with ornate engrave case 
measuring 39mm, the sixth features a floral enamel white dial 
with key wound movement and a silver case measuring 39mm 
and finally, the seventh has a base metal case measuring 
33mm case with a keyless winding crown with an off white 
enamel dial and blue roman numerals. (7) £150-250

485 A lot consists of two pairs of hooped earrings. One pair 
consists of twisted hoops on push-back fittings, stamped 18K, 
22 mm in size; a pair of creole earrings, in yellow metal, 
stamped 'MUNET', 22 mm in size. Total weight of items 10.5 g 
(2) £300-400
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486 An Omega Seamaster 300 T Dial Military Issue ST165.024, 
with an automatic movement caliber 552 in a 41mm steel case 
with original bakelite bezel, original dial with the 'big triangle 
and 12'o'clock and rare circled T above the Seamaster 300 
script, acrylic glass and original steel issue bracelet. 
Year: 1966 
Caliber: 552 
Model: ST165.024 
Case: 123637 
Serial: 24733344
Issued to a diving instructor at the Royal Engineers Diving 
School in 1972 and used actively in service while training the 
United Kingdom Special Forces (UKSF), The case back has 
had military details removed in accordance with UKSF 
requirements of the time. 
Client testimonial: 
"I acquired the watch in 1972/3, when I was a diving instructor 
at the Royal Engineers Diving School. 
The diving school was the main unit for training military 
personnel, we used to teach all the special forces including the 
SAS, SBS, Marine Commandos, Para’s, Gurkhas, and the 
Royal Navy in underwater engineering techniques, ship’s hull 
clearance, underwater explosive demolitions, underwater 
concreting, emergency Submarine escape training, and other 
subsea tasks which I cannot name for security reasons. 
This watch has travelled the world on military diving missions, I 
can only name certain missions, including Channel Islands, 
Malta, and Christmas Island. 
I wore this watch when I replaced the stern gland packing on 
the Sir Galahad which was sunk in Bluff Cove during the 
Falklands war. 
When I left the Army, I started my career on the oil rigs as a 
deep-sea Saturation Diver, where again I travelled the world 
on various diving projects, one of the rigs I dived on was the 
Piper Alpha which blew up in 1988 with the loss of 165 men, 
which remains the worst such event in the Oil & Gas industry." 
All provenance is supplied by the vendor. £6,000-7,000

487 A Rolex Yachtmaster 16623 automatic steel and 18ct yellow 
gold wristwatch, with a slate dial with applied luminescent 
indices, date aperture at three o’clock, and a bi-directional 18ct 
gold numbered bezel on an Oyster bi-metal bracelet strap with 
deployment clasp 
Caliber: 3135 
Serial M678839 
Model 16623 
Year: 2007-2008 £7,000-8,000
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488 A lot consisting of five various open face silver pocket watches, 
the first consisting of a white enamel dial, key-wound 
movement marked 'H Samual Manchester' with a case 
measuring 65mm. The second open face pocket watch 
consists of a white enamel dial with 'L. Rosenburg Leeds' 
branding with a key-wound movement in a case measuring 
58mm. The third, is a white enamel dial open face pocket 
watch with key wound movement and a case measuring 
55mm. The fourth has a white enamel dial with blue hands and 
a seconds sub-dial at 6 o'clock with a case measuring 49mm, it 
has a keyless wound movement and it has a replacement 
crown. The final open face pocket watch measures 37mm, is a 
keyless movement with a white enamel dial and Roman 
numerals and an engraved case. (5) £200-300

489 An Eberhard & Co Day-Date and GMT quartz ETA swiss 
movement watch in 18ct yellow gold, with a white dial, sub-dial 
at 6 o'clock for seconds, gold roman numeral markers with a 
33mm case on an original 18ct yellow gold bracelet with 
deployment buckle, total weight of item 67.4 grams 
ETA movement 255 481 £2,000-2,500

490 A lady's Tag Heuer 2000 sport, with a 28mm steel case with a 
white dial and Arabic numerals, black bezel and sapphire 
crystal glass on a steel strap with deployment buckle. 
Model: WM1311 
Serial: M00637 £50-100

491 A Favre-Leuba Geneve Automatic with a 9ct gold 33mm case 
with a silver dial and baton indexes and a date aperture at 3 
Oclock, with acrylic glass 
Caliber: AS 1873 £400-600

492 A lady's Gucci bangle Twirl watch, with a rotating central 
quartz movement watch on a rigid stylised bangle bracelet in 
Ion-plated black. 
Model: YA112531 £50-100
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493 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch and bracelet with a 
hand-wound caliber 650 movement in a 14mm round case with 
gold dial, hands and baton indexes on an articulated bracelet 
measuring 17.5 cm, total weight of item 37.1 grams 
Box and papers 
Case: 7115718 
Serial 20480190 
Year: 1963 £400-600

494 A Hamilton Jazzmaster Viewmatic with a steel 41mm case, a 
white dial with a date aperture at 3 Oclock with sapphire crystal 
glass and a Swiss-made automatic movement with sapphire 
crystal glass case back on a steel articulated bracelet with 
deployment buckle. 
Model: H325150 
2824-2 £100-200

495 A 9ct gold Edwardian full hunter pocket watch, with a keyless 
wound Swiss-made movement, marked H J C and an 
elaborate gold dial with seconds subdial at 6 o'clock, the case 
is stamped 375 and is 47mm in width and engraving, total 
weight of item 63.9 grams £300-500

496 A lady's 18ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch with an automatic 
Swiss movement, a gold dial and gold indexes with sapphire 
crystal glass on an 18ct yellow gold mesh bracelet with 
deployment buckle 
Total weight of item 59.6 grams 
Case: 8367 103 
Caliber: 661 
Movement serial: 36856224 £1,300-1,500

497 An IWC Schaffhausen International Watch co. 14kt gold open 
face pocket watch with a white enamel dial and seconds sub-
dial at 6 o'clock in a yellow gold case stamped 14kt measuring 
50mm, with a keyless wound movement signed IWC and 
numbered 368486 £150-250
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498 An Omega 1953 RAF issue wristwatch REF: 2777-1/SC RAF 
6B 542 - 6645 -101000 / 10175/53 
Hand-wound Swiss movement with a black dial, white Arabic 
numerals with radium inserts removed, antimagnetic dust 
cover and spring on a nato canvas strap 
Caliber:283 
Movement number:12999787 £1,500-2,000

499 A silver Rolex trench watch circa 1914, with a hand-wound 
swiss jewelled movement and a stamped silver 34mm case, 
acrylic glass, black dial with seconds subdial at 6 o'clock with 
10mm lugs and brown generic strap. 
Case number 719198 
A box, no papers £2,500-3,500

500 A Lady's 9ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch with a Swiss-made 
hand-wound movement set in a 9ct yellow gold square case 
measuring 14mm with a mesh 9ct gold bracelet with a folding 
adjustable clasp. 
Case 1061 - 7115690 
Serial: 255441674 
Caliber: 484 £500-700

501 A gentleman's Longines wristwatch with a Swiss quartz 
movement in gold plated 33.5mm case with gold coloured dial, 
sapphire crystal glass and date aperture at 3-O'clock with a 
generic elasticated gold plated strap. 
Engraved case back 
Model: L4655.2 
Serial: 27996439 £100-200

502 An 18ct yellow gold Jaeger LeCoultre quartz ultra-thin 
wristwatch, with a 33mm case, gold dial and gold baton 
indexes on the original bracelet with folding clasp, total weight 
of item 72.3 grams. 
Model: 120 117 1 
Serial: 1620708 
Ref: 33126 £2,200-2,700
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503 A 1968 Omega Seamaster Day-Date automatic 18ct gold 
wristwatch, comprising of a 36mm 18ct yellow gold case with a 
silver dial and gold baton indexes, acrylic glass with a day-date 
aperture at 3 O'clock all on a brown leather strap. 
Model: 166.032 
Serial: 27623223 
Case: 168023 
Date: 1968 £1,500-2,000

504 A lady's 18ct gold Longines wristwatch consisting of a swiss 
made quartz movement in an 18ct yellow gold case measuring 
19mm with a white dial and gold Roman numerals on an 
original 18ct yellow gold strap with clasp. 
LB1076356 
29208725 
Box and extra links for bracelet included 
Total weight of item and links 30.5 grams £500-800

505 A hand-wound Omega with a steel case measuring 34mm and 
silver colour dial with a date aperture at 3 O'clock, silver colour 
hands and silver colour indexes, acrylic glass, on an Omega 
black strap. 
Case 132.019 
Caliber 611 
Movement 22372529
Acrylic glass is good 
Scratches to case £160-180

506 A Jaeger LeCoultre 18ct yellow gold lady's wristwatch with a 
Swiss-made ultra-thin hand-wound movement in an 18ct 
yellow gold case measuring 23mm with a gold dial and gold 
baton indexes on an integrated 'wood slat' effect stylised 
bracelet and clasp, total weight of item 48.4 grams. 
Case No: 1016907 A 
Caliber: P838 
Movement No: 1801207 £2,500-3,500

507 A lady's Rado Centrix bi-colour wristwatch with a 28mm case 
with a Swiss quartz movement, black dial, sapphire crystal 
glass and articulate bracelet with deployment buckle. 
No Box, no papers. 
Model: 111.0930.3 
Serial: 14792633 £100-200
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508 A half hunter fob pocket watch and Albert chain, with a keyless 
wound half hunter pocket watch with a 46mm case stamped 
18kt, with white enamel dial and Roman numeral markers on 
an 18ct yellow gold Albert chain with 6mm link and T-bar, 
measuring 49cm in length, total weight of items 84.6 grams (2) 
£500-700

509 Omega. A lady's mixed metal automatic wristwatch; the 
circular brushed silvered dial with baton markers and minute 
track. Date aperture at three o'clock. to an associated 
expandable gilt metal bracelet. Dial 21mm diam. £100-150

510 A lot consisting of two open-faced pocket watches, the first 
being a limited production Farringdon J dial with a Waltham 
Grade Wm. Ellery (Model 1877-Q) no 59 out of 500 produced, 
with a silver case measuring 53mm and a key-wound 
movement, item weighing 122 grams 
(A short run of 500 from December 1885 - to February 1886) 
The second open face pocket watch in silver American 
Waltham Watch Co. pocket watch with a signed movement 
numbered 1714883, a key-wound movement with a white 
enamel dial and case measuring 54mm, total weight of item 
149.9 grams (Production date December 1881 - February 
1882) (2) £200-300

511 A lady's white gold diamond set Omega wristwatch with a 
hand-wound Swiss movement, a 14mm square case with a 
diamond-set bezel and a white dial on an 18ct white gold mesh 
strap with an adjustable clasp 
Total weight of item 37.6 grams 
Case 8096 902688 
Serial: 23765317 
Caliber: 660 £800-1,200

512 An unworn 36mm steel Rolex Datejust 16030 with an 
automatic movement, silver dial with a date aperture at 3 
o'clock, sapphire crystal glass and fluted bezel, all on a jubilee 
bracelet. 
Model: 16030 
Serial: 9086347 
Year: 1986 
Box, no papers. £3,500-4,500
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513 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Jaeger Le Coultre wristwatch with a 
quartz Swiss-made movement in a 9ct yellow gold round case 
measuring 18mm set into a mesh 9ct yellow gold bracelet with 
a folding clasp. 
Total weight of item 40.2 grams £700-900

514 A Rolex Oyster Perpetual Air-King Super Precision Ref. 5500, 
with a 34mm steel case, silver dial, automatic movement on an 
oyster bracelet. 
Serial: 971236 
Year:1963 
Box, no papers £1,400-1,800

515 A lot consisting of two watches, an Omega Geneve hand-
wound lady's Swiss movement watch with a 21mm case with 
gold plating on a yellow metal strap. An Ancre 9ct gold swiss 
made lady's wristwatch with a jewelled hand-wound Swiss 
movement. (2) 
Omega details 
Caliber: 485 
Serial: 33224461 £150-250

516 A Lady's 9ct white gold Omega wristwatch with a Swiss-made 
hand-wound movement set in a 9ct white gold case measuring 
17mm with a diamond-set bezel and a white dial on a mesh 9ct 
white gold bracelet with a folding adjustable clasp. 
Case 898 
Serial: 18340344 
Caliber: 483 £300-500

517 A 1934 Omega tank in steel with a rectangle case measuring 
22 x 32mm a hand-wound Swiss movement, off white dial with 
' Barth Zurich' written and a seconds sub-dial at 6 o'clock on a 
non-original steel strap. 
Case no 8567811 69 
Movement no 7918335. 
Caliber: 20F 
No Bo, No papers £200-300
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518 A Rolex Oyster 3351 Lincoln shockproof with a hand-wound 
Swiss movement, with a 28mm cushion shape case with a 
Brevetee case back, it has an off white dial with Arabic 
numerals and red 24hr sub-indexes, acrylic glass and is on a 
brown plated strap. 
Caliber: 59 
Model: 3351 
Serial: 170648 
Year: 1942 approximately £2,500-3,500

519 A pair of Italian white metal salts by Miracoli & Co. with blue 
glass liners, stamped marks "800", and six silver sugar tongs 
of varying designs, 5.4ozs gross. £120-180

520 A George V silver two-handled tea tray by James Deakon & 
Sons, the reeded handles with acanthus leaf terminals and 
reeded border, Sheffield 1930, overall 68.5cm by 41cm, 
72.2oz, together with a Harrods receipt dated 22/3/57 £1,500-
2,000

521 A small collection of Chinese white metal novelty miniature 
"toy" figures including rickshaw, sedan chair and bearers, 
palanquin, junks, and other figures. 4.7 ozt gross weight £150-
250

522 A 19th century Austrian silver snuff box, rounded rectangular, 
scroll engraved against an engine-turned ground; hinged cover 
with scrolling bar thumbpiece, and gilded interior. Marks 
rubbed. Maker's mark LK, 8.5 x 5.3; together with a silver vesta 
formed from two 18th century pennies in a bound silver mount 
with hinged side opening and strike to base; an Egyptian card 
case with niello work scenes from rural life; and four further 
items. Gross weight weighable. 7ozt £200-300
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523 A lot of multiple items including a 19th century Russian or 
possibly Austro-Hungarian silver Havdallah/Besomin spice 
tower (Judaica), silver tongs, silver cake slice, a spoon, 6 
various pens including on 1940's parker fountain pen 12ct 
plating, five watches including an Omega Ladymatic, a 
Mondaine automatic, Oris, Timex and Seiko and two brooch 
like items. Total number of items (17) £200-300

524 A collection of assorted silver and silver plate, including a pair 
of silver miniature toast racks with heart-shaped handles, a 
silver anointing spoon, silver plated Art Nouveau style paper 
knife, silver plated figure of fantail pigeon, a small Chinese 
white metal bowl, a pair of Chinese white metal coffee spoons, 
a pair of silver plated salts, a Victorian silver miniature milk jug 
and matching sugar bowl, a silver fruit knife with mother of 
pearl handle, a knife with white metal handle, a lobed bowl, a 
Continental white metal tea strainer and a collection of silver 
and white metal spoons. £200-300

525 A George III silver waiter, London 1765 by Ebenezer Coker; 
circular with raised shell and gadrooned border, on three paw 
feet. 17.5 cm diam. 5.03ozt £150-200

526 A pair of Israel Iszekman Russian-Polish white metal Sabbath 
candlesticks, each having floriform candle cup, bulbous lobed 
to standard decorated with grape and foliate motifs, raised on 
domed bases with conforming decoration to collars and figured 
feet, circa 1890, 39cm high, 25.3oz. £500-700

527 A mixed collection of silver and white metal comprising a pair 
of cut glass scent bottles with silver covers, a white metal 
cylindrical box and cover, a cut glass vase with silver mount, a 
cut glass box with silver cover, a hair comb with silver plated 
mount, a silver-handled button hook, a silver salt, a pair of 
George III silver teaspoons with bright-cut decoration, another 
similar, a mother of pearl and silver folding fruit knife and eight 
other spoons £100-150
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528 A Victorian silver desk stand by Thomas, James & Nathaniel 
Creswick, Sheffield 1852, the central box and cover with 
flowerhead candlestick finial, flanked by two cut glass inkwells 
with silver covers, the shaped rectangular desk stand with 
presentation inscription, two handles on four scroll feet, 4.9oz 
silver. £250-350

529 Two early George III silver table spoons, 1771 & 1788, the 
latter Thomas Wallis II, a set of four Geo III teaspoons, 
Solomon Royes & John East Dix, London 1819, a small silver 
swan pin cushion, W J Myatt, Birmingham 1909, a silver 
dressing table box, Cooper Bros & Sons, Birmingham 1910, 
and a silver napkin ring £100-150

530 A small collection of miniature silver "Toy" figures and objects 
including envelope stamp case articulated spinning wheel, tyg, 
peepers, chamberstick, taper stick, vanity mirror 
and other items. 12.1 ozt gross weight £250-350

531 A Victorian silver canteen, in the fiddle and thread pattern 
engraved with a crest London 1856, eight table forks, eight 
dessert knives, eight dessert forks, eight dessert spoons, eight 
teaspoons, six serving spoons, 73.9 oz, together with a 
matched set of eight later table knives. £1,000-1,500

532 An Indian white metal three-piece tea service of Art Deco form 
overall decorated with repousse radiating vines each with 
hinged covers on four hoof feet, 45.7oz gross. £400-600
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533 A mixed collection of silver and white metal, comprising of an 
Art Nouveau style white metal three-piece tea service, 
stamped "Hand Beaten" "Sterling", 34.5 oz, an American white 
metal salver retailed by Ball, Tompkins & Black with wheat 
sheaf border, 16oz, a silver mounted ink blotter, four silver 
forks and a mixed collection of white metal and silver spoons. 
£200-300

534 A collection of silver and silver plate to include a pair of silver-
plated Corinthian column candlesticks on square bases with 
rams head and husk swags, 7.8cm high, a silver vesta case, a 
silver christening mug, a boxed silver pusher and spoon, a 
boxed set of six forks, stamped "S.Silver", a boxed set of six 
coffee spoons with kiwi finials, a boxed set of dessert knives 
and forks, four silver napkin rings, a Victorian silver mug, a 
silver milk sug, three pocket watches, a wristwatch, a silver-
backed hand mirror, four dressing table jars and other sundry 
flatware. £150-200

535 A large Persian white metal vase, embossed with leaves and 
foliate scrolls, the centre with pierced panels of trellis flowers 
between panels decorated with a lion, leaping gazelles and a 
prowling leopard startling a deer, all within a natural 
background, 35.5cm
A private Bedfordshire collector £300-400

536 A Mappin & Webb canteen of silver cutlery of modified reeded 
shell pattern comprising of four tablespoons, a sauce ladle, 
eight table forks, eight dessert forks, seven cake forks, eight 
silver fish knives and forks with silver blades, eight fruit knives 
and forks, the knives with stainless steel blades, eight dessert 
spoons, eight soup spoons, seven teaspoons and eight table 
knives with stainless steel blades, 85.5oz or weighable silver, 
82.5oz of weighted silver. £1,000-1,500

537 A late Victorian silver and ivory pageturner, the repousse 
decorated handle with scrolls and flower heads, London 1899, 
36cm long. £50-70
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538 Omar Ramsden. A large Arts and Crafts silver bowl; London 
1934; the circular melon fluted, spot hammered bowl with 
slightly domed centre and ribbed spacers between each panel. 
On four stylised scroll feet. Engraved to the base 'Omar 
Ramsden me fct'. 26cm diam. x 10. 5cm high. 60ozt. £3,000-
4,000

539 An Edwardian silver twin-handled bowl by William Comyns & 
Sons, of lobed form with vacant cartouches, one inscribed 
"New Square Lincoln's Inn......Autumn 1936", on a flared lobed 
foot, 12.5cm high 20cm diameter, London 1904, 48oz. £500-
700

540 A large silver plated table centrepiece, 19th century, modelled 
as a stag and doe before two large entwining trees, a snake 
and a frog in the undergrowth, the base struck for Norblin & 
Co, Galw: Warzawa 49cm
A private Bedfordshire collector £150-250

541 A pair of old Sheffield plated table candlesticks of oval section, 
18th/19th century, with removable nozzles and fan moulded 
bases. 25 cm high x 13.5 wide at the bases. Together with an 
Edwardin Corinthian column table candlestick with removable 
nozzle and stepped architectural square base. 33.5 cm high x 
14 cm wide a at the base. £150-250

542 A pair of silver plated coasters, a set of six fish knives and 
forks, together with a quantity of silver plate £100-150
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543 A sugar sifter; Birmingham 1979. commemorative engraving to 
centre; a William IV silver-mounted condiment pot; a silver 
pusher and spoon; an engraved silver cigarette case; a pair of 
Arts and Crafts high legged silver plated dishes and a small 
quantity of other items. 7.5ozt weighable. £100-150
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